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STELLINGEN

De door A..N» Aleev et a l . gevonden inclusieve werkzame doorsnede voor de
hadroiüsche productie van toverbaryonen vla de vervalswijzen A,,* + pK°n+n" en
A c

+ + An+w+Tt" i s hoog vergeleken met de resultaten van de ACCMOR
experimenten* Het Met vermelden van resultaten betreffende de productie in
de vervalskanalen A c

+ + pR° en An+ maakt hun uitkomsten twijfelachtig.

A.N. Aleev et a l . , Contribution to the XXIst International Conference on High
Energy Physics, Paris ( 1 9 8 2 ) .

2 . De fouten op de vertakkingsverhoudingen in het verval van de A c
+ zijn zo

groot dat de meting van de inclusieve werkzame doorsnede in hadronische
interacties slechts met een nauwkeurigheid van 50% of slechter bepaald kan
worden. Voor de beoordeling van de bestaande theoretische modellen over
toverproductie i s een nauwkeurige meting van deze verhoudingen dan ook van
primair belang.

De door J .R . Comfort et a l . experimenteel gevonden bezettingsgetallen van de
schillen van Sr worden vergeleken met theoretische waarden, die op foutieve
wijze zijn afgeleid uit de Hughes golf functie voor de grondtoestand van 8 8 S r .

J.R. Comfort et a l . , Phys. Rev. C8 (1973) 1354.

4 . Bij de bepaling van de vertakkingsverhouding van het zeldzame verval van !
n° + e+e~ door R.E. Mischke et al . i s geen rekening gehouden met recent
berekende stralingscorrecties op het veronderstelde n° verval. Het toepassen '
van deze correcties kan tot een significante wijziging in het door hen !
opgegeven resultaat lelden. :

R.E. Mischke et a l . , Phys. Rev. Lett. ^8_ (1982) 1153. j
L. Bergströra, Ref. Th. 3439-CERN (1982) . 1

i

I
5. De conclusie van S.J. Lindenbaum et al. dat het H spectrum in de reactie |

it~p •»• $$n twee 'glueball' kandidaten bevat i s voorbarig... |

A. Etkln et a l . , BNL 31968 (1982) . ]
S.J. Lindenbaum et a l . , BNL 31996 (1982). \



Het introduceren van online processoren in de hoge energiefysica voor
verhoging van de gevoeligheid van een experiment leidt niet tot een verlaging
van de vraag naar offline computercapaciteit, maar tot een kleinere
statistische fout in de resultaten van het experiment»

C. Damerell et a l . , Computer Physics Communications 22 (1981) 349.

De prestatie vermindering, die in het 'CM* Multiple Processor system' wordt
waargenomen tengevolge van de tijdrovende communicatie tussen verschillende
clusters, kan worden tegengegaan door de gebruikte 'communication
controllers' te vervangen door snelle 'memory management' eenheden, die in
staat zijn het volledige geheugen van het systeem te bereiken»

E.F. Gehdnger et a l . , Computer, okt. 1982.

8. Publicaties van fysisch onderzoek, waarbij gewenste signalen met een
marginale significantie worden waargenomen in een "vergezochte"
deelverzameling van het beschikbare gegevensbestand, vormen goede
aanknopingspunten voor onderzoek naar psychologische afweermechanismen.

A. Freud., The Ego and the Mechanisms of Defense, International Universities
Press, New York, 1946.

9 . Muziekschrift, dat voor het bespelen van electronische muziekinstrumenten in
de vorm van "barcode" i s weergegeven, vormt een impliciete ontkenning van de
creatieve mogelijkheden van de gebruiker.

10. L.R. Smith's chips zijn niet te verteren.

Pat. nr. 3,350,687 U.S. Patent Office.

W. Spierenburg, november 1982.



Oh, words can never satisfy-

Xhey are too hard and real;

The subtle charm they cannot show

By which the Beautiful we know,

The Beautiful we feel.

The Ministry of Song
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CHAFTER I INTRODUCTION
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Si this thesis the results are presented from an experiment (NA11) by the

ACCMOR* collaboration studying the associated hadronlc production of charmed

particles. The experiment uses a large aperture forward magnetic spectrometer set up

exposed to high energy hadron beams at the CERN Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS).

This set up i s shown In fig* 1-1 to 1-3, The trigger selects events with a prompt

single electron in order to tag events with a semi-leptonic decay of one o£ the

particles of a charmed pair ( e . g . DB, DAc, A^A,,)* The hadtonic decay of the other

charmed particle is observed as a peak in an invariant mass spectrum* For this the

large acceptance, good momentum resolution and particle identification of the forward

spectrometer are essential. In particular charmed meson (013) production was studied

in n~Be interactions at 12Q-Ï00 GeV incident momentum while charmed baryon

( A ^ ) production was studied in pBe interactions at 150 GeV incident momentum via

reactions of the type:

u~Be + DB + X (+ charge conjugate)

<• e~ + anything

K"u+(nn)

pBe +

L
+ K

*-*• e~ + anything

pK"it+

The signature of the reactions i s that the charge of the electron from the semi-

leptonic decay of one of the charmed particles i s always related to the strangeness of

*) The following laboratories presently participate In this collaboration:

NIKHEF-H, Amsterdam, The Netherlands.

University of Bristol, Bristol, England*

CERN, Geneve, Switzerland.

Institute of Nuclear Physics, Cracow, Poland*

Max-Flanck-Institute fUr Physik und Astrophysik, Munich, BRD.

Rutherford and Appleton Laboratories, Chlkon, England.

**) 'throughout this thesis we will equate c a l , resulting in the same
2

dimension (GeVj for energy (GeV), momentum (GeV/c) and mass (GeV/c ) .
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Fig. 1-1: View on NAll-spectrometer. In the middle the spectrometer with

the beam impinging from the right. Up-right; the barrack, with the

read-out electronics and online computer.
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the hadronic decay channel of the other charmed particle. In particular for the above

reactions this implies that the charge of the electron has always the same charge of

the (strange) K-meson ("like sign" events). Hence a charm signal can only be

expected in invariant mass spectra (Kit, pKi;) tagged with the correct electron sign.

The absence of a signal in the same channels tagged with "unlike" electron signs

confirms the observation of charm. This signature i s used in the NAil charm search

experiments.

The interest in charm experiments was stimulated by the discovery of t'ne J/¥ panicle

in 1974 [ 5 . 1 1 ] . This particle appeared to be a bound system of a quark, and an anti-

quark, each carrying the new charm quantum number (bidden charm, c c ) .

Soon after this discovery also particles were found which exhibited "open" charm,

i . e . bound systems of a charmed quark with one or two "ordinary" quarks; the

charmed mesons and charmed baryons respectively.

The best experimental data on "open" charm came subsequently from e+e~, photon and

neutrino interactions. Experimental results from hadron interactions on the other hand,

remain rather scarce and moreover, the experimental observations are not very

consistent* A. complication i s that the charm cross section in hadron interactions is

only a small fraction of the total inelastic cross section, while the charm events are

topologically not significantly different from non-charm events. This makes the

observation of such events even more complicated. As a consequence, the charm

production proces in hadron interactions is poorly understood.

Around the time the NA11 charm experiment started taking data, ISR experiments

brought surprising new information on the hadronic production of charm. In these

experiments charmed meson and charmed baryon production was observed at centre of

mass energies of /s=60 GeV with very large cross sections (150 |ib - 2 mb) and

with production characteristics which suggested a diffractive nature for the production

mechanism. In order to check and compare the existing phenomenological models

concerning charm hadroproduction these ISR measurements made the charm search at

SPS/Fermilab energies (/s«25 GeV) even more important.

\ The data for the NA11 charm search experiments were gathered from december 1979

• until June 1981. The experimental conditions of the u~Be and pBe experiments were

very similar. Also the analysis proceeded along the same lines. The analysis of the

; pBe data was predominantly done at Amsterdam and at Rutherford. The it~Be data is '|
5

3
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belng analysed at CERN and Munich» In this thesis we will concantrate on a discussion

of the experimental conditions and analysis of the charmed baryon data and only

mention the results of the charmed meson experiment.

The pBe experiment took about 10% of the total allotted beam time In the period from

December 1979 to June 1980 and resulted In 134 raw data tapes. These tapes,
g

containing 1.5*10 triggers were first pre-processed at Rutherford on an IBM 360/91

after which the final processing and analysis was done In Amsterdam on the CYBER

173 of NIKHEF-U.
6

Considerably more data (9.8*10 triggers) were taken with a negative (it ) beam.

Apart from physics arguments there was also the experimental condition that the

polarity of the beam had to be same as the one used by the neighbouring NA3

experiment» This excluded running with a positive beam when the NA3 experiment

required negative polarity.

In addition to these two charm experiments, short running periods were devoted

to: a) "Study of S-meson production in 100 GeV pBe interactions"

[ 1 . 1 ] , b) "Inclusive proton/antiproton production with incoming proton/antiproton

beam on various nuclear targets" [1*2] and c) "Study of single and double <|>-meson

production in hadronlc interactions" [1«3 ] .

The N All -spectrometer is an upgraded version of the spectrometer used by the

ACCMOR collaboration (WA3-experiment) [1*4] from 1975-1978 in the West area of

the CERN SPS. The core of the apparatus consists of two large spectrometer magnets,

with wire chambers in between and behind these magnets to record the charged

particle trajectories. Three large multlcell threshold Cerenkov counters behind the

second magnet allow identification of charged particles over a wide momentum range.

An important improvement compared to the WA3 spectrometer is the use of drift

chambers instead of wire spark chambers. The drift chambers have a much higher rate

capability [1 .5 ] thus allowing the study of reactions with a small cross section times

branching ratio (in the order of 10-100 nb as in the case of charm production) and

have better spatial resolution than either wire spark chambers or muliiwire

proportional chambers.

For the charm search experiments an electromagnetic shower counter and a low

threshold Cerenkov counter were installed for the detection of the electron from the

semi-leptorttc decay of the charmed particles. The hydrogen target of the

WA3-experiment was replaced by a segmented Be-target to minimize the radiation
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Fig. 1-2: Close-up view on NAll target area. On the right side the MNP

spectrometer magnet covered by the cables from the proportional

chambers located inside this magnet. The beam is impinging from

the left. The four target segments are kept in place by the

white supports located in front of the magnet entrance.
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Fig. 1-3: Photograph of the control part of the barrack. On the right side

are located the racks with fast decision logic and the moni-

toring sealers. In the background the barrack with the read-out

electronics for the drift chambers and proportional chambers.
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length of the target and for geometrical reasons related to the single electron y.

trigger, J

In our pBe-experiment the Ac"1" charmed baryon was searched via its decay channels:

l^+ •* pK~it+, Ac+ + pKs (u+u~) and A^ + An+(it+iT), N0 enhancement is observed in

these channels at the A<.+ mass of 2282 MeV. This gives a model dependent 90% CL. \

upper limit <?(pBe • DAC) =» (57+5) ub at 150 GeV incident momentum (/s=16.8 ]

GeV).

In the it~Be-experiment D*, D and D" charmed meson production is observed for both

120 GeV (/s=15 GeV) and 175/200 GeV (/s=18.1/19.4 GeV) incident momentum.

Preliminary studies show that the observed Feynman xp distribution can be

parametrized by a distribution (1 - xF)n with n-1.0 ± 0.6. The model dependent '<

cross section is calculated to be ff(DD) - (34 ± 8) |*b ± 24 |ib where the two

errors represent the statistical and the systematic error respectively. The systematic ;

error is mainly due to uncertainties in the branching ratios of D and D and the f

estimate of the efficiency of electron identification. i

The content of this thesis is as follows. In Chapter H we describe the experimental

apparatus with the emphasis on those spectrometer elements which play an important

role in the detection of the electron and charged hadrons. The trigger and data-taking ;

for the pBe-experiment are described in chapter HL. The different stages of the I

offline analysis are described in chapter IV. In chapter V we briefly review the

history of the new charmed quark and the experimental status of the observation of

charm. In this chapter we also summarize the different production mechanism of

charmed baryons in e+e~, photon, neutrino and hadrort interactions. In chapter VI we

present and discuss the results of the pBe experiment. Preliminary results of both the

pBe and ix~Be charm search experiments have already been published elsewhere [1*6,

1.7].
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CHAPTER II EXPERIMENTAL SET-UP

-1

The experimental set-up used by the ACCMOR-collabo ration is located in the North

area of the Super Proton Synchroton (SPS) at CERN. The apparatus has been

operating since december 1979. In this set-up a beam of high energy particles i s

focussed onto a segmented Be-target and the reaction products are measured with

a single arm spectrometer. The general layout of the spectrometer i s shown in

fig. H - l . As in the previous experiment (WA3) of the collaboration two

spectrometer magnets, the "KNP33" and "BBC" are used for the momentum

analysis of the charged reaction products.

In the design the main emphasis was put on an experiment (NAIL), which looked

for the hadronic production of charm by selecting events with a single prompt

electron among the reaction products. This uses the fact that charmed particles

are produced in pairs and that one of the pair will often decay semi-leptonically

thus giving a single electron in the final state. The electron therefore i s a tag on

charmed particle production.

For the detection of an electron the spectrometer is equipped with an electron

calorimeter, a threshold Cerenkov counter and a set of proportional chambers.

Fig. H-2 shows in a more detailed layout the location of these elements in the

spectrometer. Both the electron Cerenkov and the electron calorimeter consist of

two parts, one above and one, below the beam line, each covering the same solid

angle as seen from the target. The identification of the electron i s limited to

these areas, allowing the fast decay products of the other charmed particle to

pass unhindered the BBC magnet for good momentum analysis and particle

identification.

The coordinate information of the proportional chambetrs is used in a second stage

trigger by a dedicated microcomputer system (ESOP) • In conjunction with the

position of the target segment hit and the field integral of the MNP magnet this

system determines the electron trajectory and calculates its momentum. ESOP is

able to make a better selection of electron candidates by checking the calculated

momentum against the energy deposit in the electron calorimeter (CH HL.2).
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Fig. I I - l : General layout of the NA11 spectrometer. A right handed

coordinate system i s used with the z-axis along the beam

direction and the y-axis pointing upwards.
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Fig* II-2: Detailed layout of first part of spectrometer.
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By detecting an electron one does not yet obtain a clean single electron data

sample. Host of the electrons will have an electromagnetic origin either coining
0

from Y~cotiversions or it or TI DaHtz decays. Frequently one of the electrons

simulates the requirements to be expected for a prompt electron from a charmed

particle decay while the second one escapes detection. This is in particular t'.ie

case for asymmetric decays. An elaborate system has been designed to veto a

large fraction of those events both at the level of the online trigger and in the

offline analysis. In all cases one makes use of the fact that the opening angle

between the electrons of a pair i s small, which results in coplanartty of the two

electron trajectories after passage through the magnetic field of the first

spectrometer magnet.

On the fast trigger level pair events are vetoed if the electron calorimeter or

Cerenkov counter detect two or more coplanar electrons themselves. Furthermore

the adjacent H-counters (fig. H-2) are used in this stage for detecting pair

electrons missing the calorimeter.

The spectrometer is also equipped with a proportional chamber system inside the

MNP magnet. Fig. H-2 shows the location of these chambers. The coordinate

information from these chambers i s only used in the offline analysis to check the

trajectory of the triggering electron and to search for a second electron inside the

MNP magnet.

For the observation of a particle as a peak in an invariant mass plot, in

particular for the weakly decaying (narrow width) charmed particle, an accurate

momentum measurement and particle identification i s needed for the decay

products. For the recording of particle trajectories of charged reaction products

drift chambers are used in between the two magnets (arm 2) and behind the BBC-

magnet (arm3). The magnetic fields of the MNP33 and BBC magnets are used for

the momentum analysis of the charged reaction products. For the particle

identification of charged particles three threshold multicell Cerenkov counters are

used, which are located inside and behind the BBC-magnet. With these counters

charged particles passing the BBC-magnet and with momenta above the pion

threshold of the first Cerenkov counter (3.9 GeV) may be identified.

The outline of this chapter i s as follows. The beam optics as well as the elements

used for the measurement of the beam particle trajectory are described in
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CH II. 1. The target system, which was especially designed foe the single electron

experiment Is desctibed in CH H . 2 .

Details oa the performance and construction of the electron detecting elements

(electron Cetenkov counter, calorimeter, H-counters and proportional chambers)

ace given in CH. H .3 . The elements used for the measurement and Identification

of charged particles (drift chambers and the arm 3 Cerenkov counters are described

in CH H.4 .

CHAPTER a . l THE BEAK

The NA11-spectroneter is located at the end of beam line H6 in the north hall

EHNl of the SPS. A layout of the beam lines In EHN1 Is shown in f%. I I -3 . The

beam is derived from a 500 mm long Be-target T4, which is shared with beam

line H8, used by experiment NA3. As a consequence the H6 and H8 beam

TARGETZONE

NA10

O 50 190 2SO

NA2 (NA9)

Detail of hall EHN 1

o iö 5(5 5<r

Fig. II-3: Layout of beam lines in EHN1.
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parameters are correlated. The charge of the beam particles has to be the same

and - in order to run with sufficient intensity - the maximum beam momentum of

H6 can be at most about 50% of the momentum at which H8 is operating. This

momentum correlation is due to the fact that the production angle of the H6 beam

with respect to the incident proton beam is larger than that of the H8 beam»

Target station T4 is located 10 m belnw ground and about 500 m from the

secondary target in the NAll-experiment.

In view of the small observable charm cross section a high intensity beam is

required (a maximum of about 3.5*10° particles/burst can be tolerated by the

drift chambers). To minimize the radiation length for the trigger electron, and

the conversion length for y's> e.g. itom n° decay, heading towards the

calorimeter the height o£ the target is reduced to 2 mm* Therefore a horizontal

beam focus with only 2 mm height is required*

H.la Beam transport

The layout of the H6 beam is shown schematically in fig. n - 4 . The bending

magnets Bl and B2 steer the secondary particles from target station T4 to the slit

of r.olHmator Cl, which redefines the horizontal source. B3 end B5 provide the

main bends in the vertical plane and B4,B6,B7 and B8 are the main bending

magnets in the horizontal plane. Since the angle and position form two independent

variables for each bend small correction dipole 'TRIM' magnets are needed to

allow an independent adjustment of these variables.

The acceptance through Cl is maximized by adjusting the quadrupole focussing

magnets Ql, Q2 and Q-. The transport up to the vertical focus at C8 and the

horizontal focus at C9 is arranged by the doublets (Q4,Q5), (Q7,Q8) and

(Q9.Q10).

At the end of the beamline TRIM 4 and TRIM 5 are used to steer the beam onto the

NA11 target.

; n . l b Beam optics

The central momentum is defined in the vertical plane by bending magnet B5 and
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colUtnator C8. The colHmatore C3 and C5 are at a vertical, respectively horizontal

dispersive focus and define the momentum bite transmitted by the beam. The

horizontal and vertical angular acceptance of the beam i s defined by coWmators C2

and C6 respectively. Finally colttmators C8 and C9 are at a vertical, respectively

horizontal dispersion free ïocus and are closed down to the size of the focus to

remove halo.

The quadrupole triplet Q15.Q16 and Q17 focusses the beam on the target. Table 11.1

lists the main beam parameters.

TABLE XI.1

H6 beam l i n e parameters

maximum momentum
production angle
acceptance
length of beam l i n e
dispers ion at momentum s l i t C3
i n t r i n s i c momentum resolut ion
dp/p max
typical intensity at NA11 target
burst length
horizontal size of focus
vertical size of focus
horizonal divergence
vertical divergence

200 GeV
1.5 mrad
1.6 |isr
500 m
28 mm/%
0.05 %
0.8 %
3-5*106 part ic les /burst
1.5 s
20 mm
2 mm
0*30 mrad
0.17 mrad

H. lc Beam particle Identification

The identification of the beam particles i s done by means of two differential Cerenkov

counters; CEDAR1 and CEDAR2. The information of these two counters i s used for

monitoring and triggering purposes. For correct operation of the CEDAR's i t i s

desirable to have the beam size matching their acceptance and to have the beam

passing parallel to their optical axis. The quadrupoles Q12,Q13 and Q14 are used for

a correct matching, while Trim3 and B6 are used to steer the beam along the optical

axis of the CEDAR's in the vertical and horizontal planes respectively. CEDARl and 2

are tuned to identify pions and protons respectively.

At 150 GeV, the momentum at which data has been taken for the pBe experiment ,

the proton content of the beam amounts to 63%, as measured by CEDAR2.
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I I . Id Beam track reconstruction

ïhe trajectory o£ the beam particle, heading towards the experimental targets, is

measured with a system of four scintillator hodoscopes BA1-2 and BB1-2, fig. H-5

shows the location of these hodoscopes along the beam line with respect to the

targets. Each hodoscope consists of twelve partially overlapping strips. The upstream

hodoscopes BA1-2 and the downstream BB1-2 have strip widths of 6 mm and 3 mm

and strip distances of 4 mm and 2 mm, respectively.

The corresponding spatial resolutions are 2 mm and 1 mm. Hodoscopes BA2 and BB1

measure the x-cootdinates and BA1 and BB2 the y-coordlnates of the beam track. Hits

occurring as a cluster in adjacent elements of the hodoscopes are accepted in the

offline beam track reconstruction* Double hits or missing hits lead to an ambiguous

track definition in which case the event is not accepted.

For triggering purposes the beam line is also equipped with a set of sdntulator

counters Bl-4, located upstream of the target as shown in fig. II-5-- The dimensions

of the scintillator hodoscopes and counters are listed in table II. 2. Counters Bl and

B2 monitor the total flux of the incident beam. Scintillator B3 is optimized to the

beam size and sets the timing for the entire trigger logic Scintillator B4 is used in

anti-coincidence to veto events for which the beam particle misses the target. For

this purpose counter B4 has a slot which matches the dimensions of the target. In

standard running conditions (3.5M beam particles per burst) the useful fraction of

the beam, i . e . those particles passing through the slot of 64, amounts to 85%.

TABLE I I . 2

sensitive area
width x height

Beam scintillator hodoscopes

specification

BA1 ' 72x 48 mm2 12 overlapping horizontal strips, each 6 mm height
BA2 48x 72 mm2 12 ,, vertical ,, , each 6 mm width
BBl 36x 25 mm2 12 ,, vertical ,, , each 3 mm height
BB2 25x 36 mm2 12 ,, horizontal ,, , each 3 mm width

Bl 60x 60 mm2

B2 60x 60 mm2

B3 30x 10 mm2

B4 200x200 mm2 with a horizontal slot of 20x2 mm2



CD

B4 SLOT 20 x 2 mm

Fig. II-5: Beam defining hodoscopes and target system.
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H.2 THE TARGET SYSTEM

The target (fig. H-5) consists of four 2 mm Wgh, 20 mm wide and 8 mm long

Beryllium slabs. The relative distance of the target segments Is 60 mm. Each element

ts followed by a scintlllator counter, which Is used as an interaction counter. Pulse-

height information from these counters tags the target segment in which the

interaction occurred.

In the electron trigger this segmented target system is essential. It ensures that

electrons from charm decay or photons from %" decay, from an interaction in target

element (1) and heading towards the electron calorimeter do not pass element ( i+1) .

This reduces the number of false electron triggers due to conversion in the target

material» Another advantage of a segmented target over ons long target i s the high

accuracy in the localisation of the Interaction point. Once the target segment is

known the interaction point i s defined with an accuracy of 4 mm along the beam

direction.

The main target parameters are listed In table II. 3 .

TABLE I I . 3

Target system parameters

number of target segments
target material
target segment dimensions
distance between target segments
radiation length per segment
Interaction lengt per segment
target density per segment
scintillator dimensions
photoelectrons per min.ionizing particle

4
Be
8x2x20 mm (lxhxw)
60 mm
0.023
0.027
0.886*102<> nucleons/cmZ

C.5x3x22 mm (lxhxw)
20

II.3 ELECTRON DETECTING ELEMENTS

This section describes the basic hardware elements used for the single electron »
*

trigger, i . e . the electron Cerenkov counter, the electron calorimeter, the H-counters i
Iand the proportional chambers. Fig. H-2 shows the location of these elements in the ?

spectrometer. The system is designed to accept and Identify single electrons between j

2.8 and 12 GeV. \
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H.3a Electron Cereokov counter

H . 3 a . i Function and performance

The electron Cerenkov counter provides a fast signal on the presence of a single

electron.

Both the electron Cerenkov and the electron calorimeter consist of two parts, one

above and one below the beam Une (dg* II -1) , each covering the same solid angle as

seen from the target.

The 1«4 m long Cerenkov counter is partially located Inside tha MNP magnet, in

between the arml P1/P2 proportional chambers and the arm2 drift chambers* The

refractive index of the gas i s 1.000065 which corresponds to a pion threshold of 12

GeV. Electrons above this energy are therefore confused with pions and have to be

rejected in subsequent trigger stages.

For charm events this threshold i s a reasonable upper limit since the largest fraction

("95%) of electrons from charm decay, passing the electron Cerenkov counter and

calorimeter, have a momentum below 12 GeV, as expected from Monte Carlo

simulations.

For the rejection of hadron triggers at the fast trigger level (CM. I l l ) , on the other

hand, a higher n-threshold would be desirable. However, in order to obtain the same

number of photoelectrons and hence the same detection efficiency (table H.4) this

would require a longer counter. Since the required length is proportional to
2

(Pthreshold) i c would have been geometrically impossible to use a much higher n-
threshold.

The Cerenkov counter thus vetoes hadrons which simulate an electron in the electron

calorimeter but have a momentum below the 12 GeV pion threshold. The rejection of

the Cerenkov counter for those hadrons has been estimated, by sweeping a pion beam

into the counter with an additional vertical bending magnet, to be 0 .999.

The electron Cerenkov i s also used to eliminate pair electrons. Since the Cerenkov

light cone may overlap with two mirrors the condition for rejecting a pair electron

event i s that more than two mirrors give a signal. This condition also eliminates some

single electron events when the light cone overlaps with three mirrors. However, the

probability for such events (the average number of photoelectrons being 3.2) i s very

small.
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Fig. IX-6: Electron Cereakov counter.
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II,3a. 2 Construction

Each part of the electron Cerenkov consists of a light weight gas bag made of 30 |ira

TEDLAR, with a shape that matches the acceptance of the corresponding electron

calorimeter part. In front of the exit window (fig. tt-6) two 84 cm long cylindrical

mirrors are placed which reflect the light upward (downward) for the top (bottom)

part, and focus i t Into two separate lines. Two rows of photo tubes, each consisting

of 14 tubes with light collecting cones, collect the Cerenkov light, their photo

cathodes lying on the focal Unes,

The light gathering cones are 5 cm long and made of 50 urn aliiminized mylar

stvetched between appropriate supports. They have a cylindrical cross section at the

phototube and a rectangular cross-section at the other end. The 6 cm horizontal bin

size (fig* n-6) of the cones is an exact match to the 10 cm horizontal cell size of

the electron calorimeter located 4 m from the target. The photomultipliers and their

cones are separated from the gas volume by a 2 mm thick quartz window. The whole

assembly of phototubes, cones and windows is housed in an iron box for magnetic

shielding.

The main Cerenkov counter parameters are listed in table 11.4.

TABLE I I .4

Main characteristics of th« electron Cerenkov counter

vertical angular acceptance
horizontal angular acceptance
distance of mirror plane from centre oi' target
number of vertical bins
number of horizontal bins
horizontal bin size (at end)
gas mixture
pressure
refractive index
Cerenkov angle
number of photoelectrons for p»I particles
electron detection efficiency (test beam)

(trigger conditions)
pion threshold momentum
total radiation length
radiation length in front of mirror
detection probability for plons below threshold
to give Cerenkov light due to gas-scintillation

50-165 mrad
175 mrad
2340 mm
2
14
6 cm
33% K2, 67% He
atm +0.2 g/cm
1.000065
11.5 mrad
3.2
94 %
71 %
12 GeV
2*10-5
1.7*10-3
1.0*10-3
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II, 3b The electron calorimeter

II.3b.I Function and performance

The electron calorimeter is an electromagnetic shower counter. It signals the impact

of a charged particle and determines its identity by the longitudinal development of

the shower in the calorimeter material. The primary function is to distinguish

electrons from hadrons both in the fast trigger and in the offline analysis. The other

function is to reject triggers from electron pair events where both electrons from a

pair pasa the area covered by the calorimeter.

Scintillation counter arrays in front of the calorimeter blocks, with both horizontal

and vertical strips, signal the arrival of a charged particle. The strip width of 10

cm ensures that two coplanar electrons can be distinguished if they are separated by

more than 10 cm. The longitudinal (z) development of an electromagnetic or hadrunic

shower in the calorimeter is measured in three successive blocks of lead-scintillator

arrays» The relative pulse heights in these blocks distinguish between electrons and

hadrons» After the first block two fine grained scintillation counter arrays determine

the transverse (x,y) position of the shower in the calorimeter with a resolution of 20

mm. .

In the online trigger, electrons of energy greater than 2.8 GeV are tagged by

measuring the longitudinal shower development in the first 3.5 radiation lengths and

the total energy deposited. The limit of 2.8 GeV is determined by the geometry and

the trigger rate of the experiment. If die momentum of the electron is larger than

2.8 GeV there will be a one to one correspondence between Cerenkov cell and

calorimeter cell traversed. For lower momenta a given calorimeter cell can be

associated with more than one Cerenkov cell. This would lead to a larger number of

false triggers. Moreover, since the energy spectrum of pair electrons from y-

conversion and Dalits decays peaks close to zero, a further reduction of the energy

threshold would increase the trigger rate very fast. This would lead to a strong

saturation of the trigger and hence a loss of charm events. A discussion of the

trigger, rates and rejection factors is given in CH. III.

In a test beam the measured electron/hadron discrimination of the calorimeter is

found to be 2%. In the offline analysis, the momentum of the electron is precisely

known while also the trajectories of other charged reaction products are
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resonstructed • Therefore, mote and better criteria can be applied at that stage to

improve the etectrou/hadron discrimination (CH. IV). Table IE.5 lists the main

characteristics of the electron calorimeter.

TABLE I I . 5

Main characteristics of the Electron-Calorimeter

Sensitive area 160 x 50 cm
Vertical angle 50 - 165 nrad
Horizontal angle ±175 mrad
Energy resolution online 0.20 /E GeV

offline 0.15 /E GeV
Electron/Hadton discrimination, online 2 X

offline 0.1 %
Spatial resolution a(x) • a(y) 20 mm
Electron detection efficiency (> 2.8 GeV) 88 %

H.3b.2 Construction

like the electron Cerenkov counter the electron calorimeter consists of two identical

parts (fig. H - l ) . One is located above and one below the BBC entrance window and

they cover the same solid angle as the electron Cerenkov counter. The complete

structure of one calorimeter part is shown in fig. H-7 . Each part consists of 20

lead plates followed by 20 vertical scintiUator hodoscopes which sample the

electromagnetic shower»

The structure is subdivided longitudinally in three blocks KA, KB and KC, which are

EA
EB
EC
KA 15
KB 15
KC 15
LTA
LTB

Elements of

TABLE II.6

the electron calorimeter(one part)

counter dimensions

14
12
16

x 4
x 4
xl2
40
28

(h

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

X W

(60
( 4
(50
(60
(60
(60
(60
( 4

X

X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X

1 cra3

10 x
150x
10 x
10 x
10 x
10 x

4 x
80 x

)

0.3)
0.3)
0.3)
0.5)
0.5)
0.5)
0.5)
0.5)

nr of photo-
multipliers

14
12
16
15
15
15
40
28

total nr of
scintillatore

14
12
16
60
60
180
40
28

horizontal
vertical
vertical
vertical
vertical
vertical
vertical
horizontal
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3 ,5 , 3.5 and 10.5 radiation lengths long, respectively. The scintillator arrays of KA

and KB are coupled vla adiabaüc light guides to the photomultlplters and those of KC

with wave length shifter bars.

The dimensions of array E A. define the entrance window, 60x140 cm2 , of the

calorimeter. The plexiglass arrays LTA. and LTB are placed between calorimeter blocks

KA and KB for the determination of the centre of gravity of the transverse shape of

the shower. Table H.6 Usta the number and dimensions of the elements in one

calorimeter part.

n«3c The H-counters

The function of the H-counters Is to extend the rejection of coplanar electrons by

including also a region outside the electron calorimeter. The H-counters are located

on both sides of the upper, reap, lower electron calorimeter at the same longitudinal

position as the EB array. They consist of vertical rows of scintfflator/lead/scintUlator

sandwiches (fig. H - 8 ) . Their main characteristics are listed in table I I .7 .

TABLE I I .7

Main charac ter i s t i c s of the H-counters

Active area
Number of elements
Dimension upstream s c i n t i l l a t o r elements
Dimension downstream s c i n t i l l a t o r elements
Lead thickness

4 rows *t1000*560] mm2

4 rows * 7
L000 * 80 * 3 mm3

1000 * 80 * 10 mm3

1.4 cm

The H-counters signal the passage of a particle if the energy deposit in a downstream

element exceeds 2.5 times that of a minimum ionizing particle. This threshold setting

is a suitable compromise giving a reasonably good electron/hadron discrimination and

an acceptably small inefficiency for the electron on the other hand. Some inefficiency

of the H-counters can however be tolerated as the non-vetoed e e"*-pairs are

eliminated anyway by the arm2 (CH H.3d) proportional chambers in the second stage

trigger (CH. IV) or by the arm2 drift chambers in the offline analysis.

In the trigger logic, which i s described in detail in CH. HI, the H-counter elements

are put in anti-coincidence with the corresponding (coplanar) EB and LTB elements of

the electron calorimeter. In this way events are vetoed in the first stage fast trigger
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Fig. I I - 8 : H-counter elements.

If one of the electrons of an e+e~-pair misses the calorimeter and hits the

corresponding coplanar H-counter element.

I I . 3d The proportional chamber system

In the single electron trigger the coordinate information from the proportional

chambers is used in two ways. In the first place the ESOF uP-system uses the

information of the proportional chamber planes P3-P6 to determine the trajectory and

momentum of the trigger electron* In the second place the information Is used both

by ESOP and in the offline analysis to detect events with possible coplanar e+e~ pairs

in which one of the electrons has missed the electron calorimeter and H-counter

arrays.

For the pair search ESOP uses only planes P3-P6 in order to keep the reconstruction

time at an acceptable level. In the off-line analysis, where more time is available,

all proportional chamber planes P1-P10 (fig. H-2) are used to do a more

sophisticated search for possible e e~-pairs. This includes the search for a-sym metric

e+e~-pairs where one of the electrons is trapped in the field of the MNP33-magnet,

traversing the ln-magnet proportional chambers P1,P2,P7-P1O.
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Tablfi II• 8 lists the main characteristics of the proportional chambers. The areas

where the beam passes the chambers are deadened to prevent too much confusion in

the track reconstruction due to the large number of hits in that region. The

proportional chambers are read out by the RMH read-out system [2 .1] ,

TABLE I I . 8

Proportional chamber character is t ics

Chamber Sensitive Area nr of planes Wire Angles to ver t ica l
H (mm) V (mm)

PI
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
P9
P10

UOO
1L00
3260
3260
3260
3260
1600
1400
1600
1400

500
500
1400
1400
1400
1400
500
500
500
500

4
4
1
1
1
1
4
4
4
4

-26.6/0/26.6/90°
-26.6/0/26.6/90°

-7.1"
+7.1"
-7.1°
+7.1°

26/-26/26/-260

-14/90/14/0°
26/-26/26/-26°
-14/90/14/0°

H . 4 MEASUREMENT OF CHARGED PARTICLES

The tracks of charged particles in the spectrometer are measured with 48 drift

chamber planes. Particle identification of tracks passing arm3 (fig. II-1) can be

performed with 3 mulMcell Cerenkov counters. In this section a description of the

drift chamber and Cerenkov counter system will be given. Since the drift chambers,

together with the read-out system, have been described in detail elsewhere [2.2] ,

the discussion in this section will be restricted to their main characteristics.

II.4a The drift chambers

The drift chambers, located in the different spectrometer arms, are of different

design and construction. However, all chambers are of the graded field type and have

a sense wire spacing of 40 mm. The cell structure (fig. H-9) is also the same for

all planes. For the sense wires 20 |im gold-plated tungsten was used; for the field

and field shaping wires 50 iim CuBe.
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Flg. II-9: Drift chamber ce l l structure.

Number
Number
Active

TABLE I]

Drift chamber

of modules
of planes/module
area (cm2)

Wire inclination
drift 1Length (mm)
Mean drif tveloc.(|im/ms)
Number
Fract.
Fract.

of readout wires/mod
of rad.length/mod
of int«length/mod

L.9

parametersi

arm2 arm3a arm3b

6+4
2
380 * 140
0°,±14°
20
52
2 * 96
7 * 10"4

2 * 10"4 2.

4
4
200 * 80
0",±30o

20
52
4 * 48
9 * 10~4

.6 * 10~4

2
4
350 * 85
O°,±27°
20
52
2*94/2*72
14 * 10""4

3.9 * 10"4

arm3c

1+1
2
448
0°,
20
52
2 *
14
3.9

* 200
±13.4°

112
* 10~4

* 10"

Table H.9 lists the drift chamber parameters for the different spectrometer arms.

The readout electronics for the drift chambers i s based on a modified version of the

CERN preamplifier-discriminator type 4242 and the CERN Drift Time Recorder (DTR)

system [ 2 . 3 ] . In fig. H-10 a diagram of the preamplifier-discriminator i s shown.
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Fig , I I - 1 0 : Diagram of modified CERN type 4242 preamplif ier-discriminator.

The preamplifier has a grounded base Input stage for matching the impedance of the

sense wire followed by two amplification stages. An MC 10216 linear amplifier is

used to make a time-over-threshold discriminator. The test inputs are used for zero-

time calibration and for monitoring the electronics.

In the experiment, the preamplifiers are placed on the chambers and long (50 m)

twisted pair cables are used between preamplifier and DTR module. The signal quality

deteriorates over this length of cable, therefore an MC 10101 signal driver i s added

to the CERN design. The preamplifier also becomes sensitive to oscillations when i t i s

not properly grounded and shielded» This problem was solved by shielding the inputs of

the preamplifiers at the side of the chambers with a copper bar and by grounding

each preamplifier separately to the bar.

• i

The DTR system consists of three different modules, the DTR itself, the Drift

Encoder Controller. (DEC) and the Fanout and Stop Interpolator (FSI). The DTR

measures the drift time of up to 16 sense wires in parallel and has multlhit

capability. The recorded time ( ^ T R ) I s the time difference between rhe start pulse

from the drift chamber preamplifier and the stop pulse from the trigger, defined by

the delayed signal of the B3 bfuz. hodoscope.

Up to eleven DTR modules can be placed in one modified CAMAC crate, together with

one DEC and FSI. The DEC performs a sparse data scan for reading the DTR's. The

FSI fans out the clock, pulse to the DTR's and interpolates the stop pulse within the

i
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kast count of the DEC

The layout of the system is shown in fig. 11-11. The crates in one branch are read

out by a Read Only Branch Driver (ROBD). From these ROBD's the data is sent via a

Read Only Crate Controller (ROCC) to either the main online NORD 10S computer or

to an LSI 11 minicomputer.

50m ER1CS0N
TWISTED PA1F CABLE

234567691011

16 CHANNELS
PREAMP"- DISC'S

\
FD

4567 89ICM a
SPECIAL DTR-CRATE

-VERTICAL HIGHWAY

h CAMAC CRATE-

RRRR
m

DCDQ
BEBB
D33D

R

3
D

LSI
tl

NORD10 S

Fig. 11-11: Layout of dr i f t chamber read-out system.

During the SPS burst data is read out into the online computer; outside the bursts the

LSI has control and is allowed to generate artificial hits and to read out the system

via a passive branch divider ("spy box"). With a CAMAC-controUed pulse generator

pulses can be sent to the test inputs on the preamplifiers. With this LSI system

several aspects of the performance of drift chambers and electronics can be checked;
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electrooie faults, osclllatlans and missing wires.

TABLE 11.10

t"

Characteristics of modified DTR-ayatem

Maximum number of h i t s per channel 16
Dead time after a h i t 56 no
Maximum dr i f t time adjustable from 32-2047 ns
(in our case 512 ns)
Least count of s t a r t pulse 4 ns
Least count of stop pulse 1 ns

The typical single track efficiency measured outside the beam region as a function of

time is (98±2)S5 for all planes. Due to space-charge effects the efficiency drops to

almost zero percent In a narrow region where the beam (3.5 * 106 particles/burst)

passes the chambers. This corresponds to a typical Irradiation of 5.8 *

105 particles/a,mm along a sense wire.

The high multiplicity of charged tracks In the spectrometer requires a high efficiency

for distinguishing 2 neighbouring tracks. Fig. H-12 shows this efficiency for two

coupling capacitors (fig. n-10) between preamplifier and discriminator. For a

coupling capacitor of 100 pF (actually used) an efficiency of >75% Is reached at a

1500r

b 6 7 H
TRACK DISTANCE (mm)

ib"

1000-

500

-0.5

ALL CELLS

ALL ANGLES

ALL CORRECTIONS"

0.170 mm

0.5

(mm)

Fig. II-12: Efficiency for detecting

a second track as a function of

the distance to the first track

for two different coupling

capacitors in the preamplifier.

Fig. 11-13: Hit-distribution around
the reconstructed tracks.

;1
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distance of >3 mm. This distance is matched to the 56 ns dead-time of the drift

chamber read-out system»

For all planes the distribution of hits around the reconstructed tracks has a resolution

of 170 nm (Hg. U-13).

H-4b The magnets

As in the previous experiment of the collaboration (WA3) the spectrometer has two

large bending magnets, the MNP33 and BBC (fig. U - l ) , to do the momentum

analysis. This two magnet set-up combines the advantage of a good acceptance for

low momentum particles with a good resolution for the high momentum particles which

in general pass the combined field length of the two magnets.

The two magnets are window shaped magnets with shielding plates at both sides to

contain the magnetic field. Because of the good homogeneity of the field the

jBydA depends only slightly on the x- and y-coordinates, however, second order

effects are included in the momentum determination of the tracks passing the

magnets. Table 11.11 gives the parameters of the 2 magnets in the experiment.

TABLE 11.11

Spectrometer magnet parameters

MNP33 BBC

Magnetic length
Entrance window
Exit window (x
fflydA at x,y»0

(m)
(x x y

x y mm)
(TM)

mm)
1300
2400*600
2400*600
0.90245

1700
1600*500
1600*500
2.0580

H.4c The Cerenkov counters

The three Cerenkov counters Cl, C2, and C3 are used for the identification of

charged particles having momenta above 3.9 GeV/c, the pion threshold of Cl, and

traversing arm3 (fig. I I - l ) . Table 11.12 lists the main characteristics of these

Cerenkov counters.

Cerenkov Cl is partially located inside the BBC magnet (fig. H-14). It has two
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Fig* 11-14: Side view of Cerenkov counter Cl.
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Fig. H-15: Element size of Cerenkov counters Cl, C2 and C3.
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tnirrocs, one reflecting the light upwards, the other downwards Into a row of

photomultiplier tubes. Focussing takes place In the vertical plane only. The

localization of particles in the horizontal plane is realized by having light gathering

cones mounted on the phototubes according to the pattern shown In fig. H-15.

Counters C2 and C3 are oE similar construction but have double focussing mirrors.

The signals of all the p'no to multipliers are fed into pattern units and into ADC's. In

this way both the digital Information of the hit pattern and the pulse height are

available for particle identification In the offline analysis. The digital information

allows a fast and simple offline particle identification procedure. With the analog

information, however, a «ore sophisticated analysis can be done, for instance to

resolve ambiguities in the identification due to overlapping light cones of two or more

particles. Since the average multiplicity of charged tracks in arm3 is about five there

is a non-negligible probability that such an overlap of light cones occurs. The particle

identification will be discussed in more detail in CH IV.4.

TABLE 11.12

Main characteristics of the arm3 Cerenkov counters

Mirror area (cm2)
Vertical division (bins)
Horizontal division (bins)
Refractive Index n
Gas

Radiator length (cm)
Counter length (cm)
Cone size for 8=1 particles (cm)
Number of photo electrons ((3=1)
it - threshold GeV
K - threshold GeV
p - threshold GeV

Cl C2 C3

163.5*60.
2
9
1.00064
SF6
100
120
43*35.8 elllpt.
15
3.90
13.80
26.23

302.5*110.
2
11
1.000245
90%N2+10%He

234.4
264.4
103.8
12
6.32
22.34
42.46

492*160.1
2
8
1.000073
18%N2+82%He

925.9
965.9
223.8
9.5
11.59
41.00
77.93
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CHAPTER m TRIGGER AND DATA TAKING

In the NAll experiment in order to study the hadronlc production of charmed particles

events are selected with a single electron in the final state (CH. I ) . The olngle

electron events constitute only a small fraction of the total hadronlc cross section

(">10~4), Therefore this selection criterion i s in principle a very selective one. In

practice however, the detection i s complicated by the presence of a large background

of pair electrons from y conversions and Dalitz decays like:

Y —> e V ,
i t 0 —-> e e~y >

T1° + e + e ~ y •

The rejection of these pair events i s done on almost a l l levels of the experiment both

in the online trigger and the offl ine analysis.

For the rejection of Y conversion pairs the property i s used that in the laboratory

system the opening angle between the two outgoing e lectrons i s very small . This angle

( 9 ) i s approximately given by:

9 <• 2m e /E ,

with m e the electron mass and E the photon energy. Accordingly for photons with

energies above 100 MeV this angle i s smaller than «1 mrad. Also for Dalitz decays

the e e~ opening angle i s generally close to zero .

The magnetic field of the MNF33 spectrometer magnet, which has i t s main component

along the y - a x l s , will def lect the two electrons mainly in the xz-plane. Hence, after

passing th is magnet, the two electrons will be coplanar. f i g . m - 1 schematically

i l lustrates several possible trajectories for the coplanar pair electron. Depending on

the trajectory the pair event i s rejected either in the online trigger and/or the

offline analys is . Table H £ . l l i s t s a t which level the different cases shown in f i g .

I H - 1 are vetoed and which spectrometer elements are involved.

Triggers due to it" Dalitz decay , with an asymmetric electron pair of which the soft

electron i s not detected, are a lso rejected by using the photon detection capability of

the electron calorimeter. If a photon Is found, the effect ive mass of the ey system

i s calculated to check whether the trigger electron originated from the it". This check

i s done i n the offline analysis (CH I V . 4 b ) .
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Fig. III-l: Examples o£ coplanar trajectories of a pair electron.

Table III.l

Rejection of pair events (Fig. III-l)

trajectory of
pair electron

case 1
2
3
4
5
6

spectrometer
elements used

electron calorimeter
H counter arrays
P3-P6 prop, chambers
P3-P4 prop, chambers
P8/P9 prop, chambers
P1-P2 prop, chambers

level of
rejection

online + offline
online
online + offline
online + offline
offline
offline

In the online trigger the event selection is done in two stages. The first stage is a
fast trigger using NIM logic to select a single electron candidate from the reactions
produced in the Be-target. Furthermore, to reduce the electron pair background in an
early stage, this trigger includes a veto of events in which two or more coplanar
electron candidates are detected. The first stage fast trigger is described in CH

rit. i .
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In spite of the selectivity of the first stage fast trigger the remaining background J

soi l saturates the trigger. For this reason a second stage selection is done, which .?,

improves the electron identification and also does a more extended search for coplanar [

pair electrons. This second stage trigger uses two fast microprocessors (ESOP). They 'i

perform their checks in parallel with the data acquisition which is started by the first '

I stage trigger (CH m . 3 ) . If the event does not satisfy the second stage criteria the

| microprocessors veto the event by means of a fast interrupt of the readout system •

f With the use of these microprocessors the trigger rate is reduced from "600 to «lOO,

[ therefore reducing the dead-time losses from "80% to "40% and increasing the amount

; of good events on tape by a factor of «2.6« The second stage fast trigger is

! described in CH III .2 .

If an event passes both trigger stages, the readout i s completed and the data is

recorded onto tape. The readout system, together with the online monitoring facilities

are described in CH HI .3 . A summary of the composition of the final data sample i s

given in CH I H . 4 .

In the offline analysis a further selection is made of single electron candidates» This
: is done in two steps and i s described in CH. IV•

IH.I FIRST STAGE FAST TRIGGER

A block diagram of the trigger i s shown in fig. m - 2 . The first stage fast trigger

selects proton interactions in the Be-target and requires a possible single electron

candidate in the final state. Accordingly the first stage fast trigger may be i

considered to be logically split up into two different levels; one for the definition of ;

a proton, interacting in one of the target segments, and another for the definition of ;

a possible single electron candidate among the reaction products. •

i

The hardware elements used on these two different levels, together with their '

mnemonics, are listed in table I H . 2 . Except for the interaction counter (D2), a j
2 Ï

small (4x6 cm ) scintiHator located in the t>eam region just behind the arm3a drift '

chambers, all the elements mentioned in table m . 2 are described in CH II. Their I

specific use in the context of the first stage fast trigger is discussed in the next two s
sections. '
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Fig. III-2: Block diagram of fast trigger logic.
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Xable III.2

Specttometer elements used In the first stage fast trigger

Interaction level

Electron Identification

beam hodoscopes
target sclntil latocs
interaction counter
beam Cerenkov counter

electron Cerenkov counter
H-counters
electron calorimeter arrays

B1-B4
11-14
D2
CEUAR2

Ce
HA,HB
EA.EB.EC
LIB
KA.KB

m.ia Interaction level

An Interaction Is defined by the condition:

INT - UB.D2'SIl •

the three terms in this logic expression have the following meaning*

The Useful Beam (UB) i s the trigger branch which decides whether a particle heading

to the target i s a "good" beam particle. For this i t has to satisfy the following

trigger conditions: '

UB=B1.B2.B3.U4.Burst gate.Pilfiup .

With this definition the beam particle i s required to pass the B1-B3 beam hodoscopes

and the dot of beam hodoscope B4, which matches the dimensions of the target,

located just behind B4 (fig. H - 5 ) . Furthermore the event should be coincident with

the "burst gate", which is a logic pulse supplied by the SFS during the 1.5 s of the

beam burst* The "Hleup" condition ensures that there i s only one beam particle

within the time needed by the trigger logic to define an UB coincidence (20 ns ) .

The condition D ~̂, represents that the beam particle i s not seen downstream in the

spectrometer* This Indicates the occurrence of an interaction of the beam particle.

The condition £% represents a pulse height corresponding with an energy loss of at

least 2*5 times minimum ionizatkm in one of the finger counters (%) located behind

each of the target segments. Since an elastic interacti.cn produces at most two

outgoing charged particles this condition ensures that aa inelastic interaction ' ' *•

more than two charged particles took place in one of the target segment.
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The condition that the interacting partlclfi Is a proton is set by CEDAR2, For timing

reasons this condition is added in the last stage of the fast logic (fig. m - 2 ) ,

Given an Incident beam rate of 3.5*10- particles/1.5s and an interaction rate of

about 5%, there is a non negligible probability that two or more Interactions occur

within the time interval needed by the drift chambers to collect their information.

This time interval corresponds to the maximum drift time of the chambers, which is

0.4 us (CH 11,4.1) . If two interactions occur within this time interval the data of

the two events merge and make the event too complicated to be used for further

analysis.

In order to veto such events, two trigger conditions are defined, labelled (PREC

INT*) and (LATE INT*) which indicate whether aa interaction occuted within a time

interval of Q.4 us before or after* Both use a coarse interaction trigger definition:

INT*=Bl.B2.B3.D2.Burst gate.

As the LATE [NT* arrives too late for the first stage fast trigger it is introduced via

the second stage fast trigger (fig. HI-2).

I l t . lb Electron identification level

Both the electron Cerenkov counter and the calorimeter are used in the fast trigger to

select single electron candidates. For tills a particle has to illuminate one of the

mirrors of the Cerenkov counter and to give rise to an electromagnetic shower

development in the calorimeter. In describing the electron trigger we use the labelling

indicated in fig. II-7 and fig. m - 3 / 4 .

The first Rough Electron (ER) definition is obtained by requiring a signal in

geometrically corresponding elements of the calorimeter arrays EA, EC, KA and KB:

ER = EA.EC.KA.KB.

The "ER"-signal indicates the presence of a charged particle giving a possible shower

of electromagnetic nature in the calorimeter. For this purpose the thresholds for the

KA and KB elements are set at a pulse height corresponding to 1.7 and 2.4 minimum

ionizing particles respectively. These thresholds are empirical values obtained by
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studying the behaviour of electrons from ^-conversion pairs In the calorimeter,

A better electron definition (EGI) is obtained using in addition the information from

the electron Cerenkov counter and requiring that the electron candidate deposits a

total energy in the calorimeter exceeding a threshold value of 2*8 GeV (see for this

value also CH IX.3bl):

EGl*ER.Ce-((KA+KB)>2.8 GeV).
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Fig. III-3: Example of a "EGl"-trigger. The dotted elements of the
electron Cerenkov counter and calorimeter are geonetrically correlated
elements which, of obeying the trigger conditions for the individual
components, define a:

ERaEA.EC.KA.KB and EGi=ER.Ce.((KA+KB)>2.8 GeV).
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These two additional requirements significantly reduce the number of hadron triggers .-5

(CH HI . Id) . A typical example of an EGl-trigger i s shown in ö g . IH-3, j

The "EGl"-definiClon determines the position of the electron shower only in the %

horizontal direction since it uses the vertical sdntfllator arrays of the calorimeter. A

second "good electron" trigger branch (EG2) determines the shower position also :

vertically. For this the EB and LTB arrays are used, requiring signals in the i

geometrically corresponding elements of these arrays: 1

EG2=EB.LTB.Ce.

•j
The condition "EGl" and "EG2" together finally define a "good" electron candidate

(EG) in the fast log ic '

To suppress the background from pair electrons at the fast trigger level, events are '

vetoed if one of the following three pair conditions is met: ,:,j

EPAIRl=Ce > 2 , j

EPAIR2=EGi> 1, ;

EPAIR3=EB.LTB.HA.HB. ]

All three definitions ("EPAIR") use the coplanarlty of the two trajectories of an

electron pair, by requiring the two signals to occur in neighbouring elements (see ;

also CH 11.3) either in the Cerenkov counter (EPAIR1), the calorimeter (EPAIR2) or I

in the calorimeter and H-counters (EPAIR3).

Both the "EPA1R1" and "EPAIR2" conditions are straightforward. They eliminate events i

where two electrons are found at the same height in the electron Cerenkov counter I'

and/or the calorimeter. i

In order to extend the range for detecting pair electrons the H-counter arrays are ï

used • This is done. in "EPAIR3". Thus pair electrons are detected where one of the .}

electrons misses the calorimeter but gives a hit in one of the H-counter elements. An ,]

example of an "EPAIR3"-trigger i s shown in fig. m - 4 . j

;i

In principle these three pair criteria also eliminate some good single electron events. 1

For instance a coplanar hadron may simulate an electron by either illuminating the i

mirrors of the Cerenkov counter or by simulating an electromagnetic shower in the 1

calorimeter or H-counters. The loss of charm events due to this has been estimated j

to be of the order of 5%. i
I
j

i
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Front view of lower part calorimeter
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Fig. I I I -4 : Example of a "EPAIR3"-trigger.

The dotted elements of the calorimeter and

H-counters define a: EPAIR3-EB.LTB.HA.HB.

IH.lc anal flrat stage fast trigger

The electron selection discussed before i s done Independently for the upper part

(TOP) and the lower part (BOT) of the electron Cerenkov counter and calorimeter.

Thus two independent single electron triggers are defined:

MASTER TOP =INT.EGtop.CEDAR2.EPAIRtop ,

MASTER BOT =INT.EGbot-CEDAR2.EPAIRbot •
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v

In this way events with two or more non-coplanar electrons in the final state are

retained* These events can be used to search for particles like p, u> and <t>, which

decay into e+e*°. Inversely the observation of these resonances are used to optimize

the electron criteria used in the different stages of the offline event selection»

One or both of the "MASTER"-sIgnals (MASTER OR) are required by the trigger

logic This leads to a first stage fast trigger (TRIGGER), unless a preceding

interaction (PREC INT*) has occurred or the system is stUl busy (BUSY) processing

an earlier event (fig. m-2 ) • The "MASTER"-signals are also inhibited by the

"BUSY "-signal in case one of the vital spectrometer elemento tails.

The "TRIGGER"-signal starts the readout of the ESOP and PORD computers. The ESOP

microprocessor sysïem and the data acquisition are described in CH III. 2 and CH

IH.4.

IH. Id Result of the first stage fast trigger

The first stage fast trigger reduces the trigger rate by a factor of 4.4*10~3 wi t i l

respect to the interaction trigger rate. This leads to "600 triggers per SPS burst.
Table ILL.3 lists the number of events passing the successive selection criteria.

TABLE III.3

Rates of the first stage fast trigger

definition

SPS burst
UB
INT
EG1
EG2
EPAIR1
EPAIR2
EPAIR3
MASTER OR
TRIGGER (

number of events
per SPS burst

3240000
2470000
131000

2285
1879
1429
1172
1015
630

) 598

( ) without readout dead time
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In spite of the strong background rejection by the first stage fast trigger not more ••).

than 5% of the accepted events appear to be good single electron events (table I I I .7 , ;

CH UI .4) .

A. further rejection of false triggers requires a more detailed analysis of the 1

behaviour of the electron candidate» It is almost impossible to achieve this by means "

of standard fast logic elements* Therefore a microprocessor system is introduced

which does this more sophisticated online event selection.

The electron detection efficiency of the first stage fast trigger Is determined by the

trigger requirements and by the efficiency of the electron detecting elements i . e . the

electron Cerenkov counter and the calorimeter. It is measured using data obtained ?

with an interaction trigger (INT) for which the results of the different electron ?

trigger branches are recorded on tape for further analysis. For these data the

electrons from a pair (y-conversion) are reconstructed with the pair reconstruction ,j

packages (CH IV.4b) and are used to check the results of the fast trigger. The :-•

failure of the fast trigger to detect those electrons (monitor electrons) can be -i

attributed to one of the classes listed in table III .4. The overall efficiency of the •

first stage fast trigger measured in this way amounts to (42.9+3.1)%, where the :

error is statistical only.

TABLE I I I . » ;

Loss of monitor electrons in the fast trigger :

class of number number %
failure failing remaining failures :

Number of entries 252 (
EA or EC missing 27 225 11 \
Ce missing 66 159 29 j
Too many Ce 4 155 3 i
EB.LTB.Ce'missing 5 150 3 j
No EG1 32 118 21 1
Too many EG 5 113 4 j
Pair rejection 5 108 5 3

All 144 252 57 j

Taking into account the efficiency of 42.9% ihe first stage fast trigger improves the

ratio of single electron events over background with a factor of 94.
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HI.2 SECOND STAGE FAST TRIGGER

A trigger rate of «600 remains after the first stage selection described in the

previous section» This saturates the readout capability of Che online computer, which

Is limited by the readout time of 7 ma to about 120/a. In order to improve this

situation more sophisticated checks are made on the event in a second stage trigger

step.

This has been done by introducing a microprocessor system based on the ESOP (Esone

Special Online Processor), developed at CERN. This system has access to the relevant

data and i s fast enough to perform tight checks on the accepted event within less

than I ms. This is done during the normal readout of the event. If the event does

not satisfy the required conditions i t is vetoed with a fast interrupt of the normal

readout system» In this way the number of false triggers is significantly reduced and

accordingly the dead time loss, thus increasing the sensitivity of the experiment and

improving the fraction of good events on tape.

For a detailed description of the ESOP processors we refer to reference [ 3 . 1 ] . The

discussion in the next sections will be restricted to their main properties and the

criteria used for the selection o£ single electron events.

Ht.2a ESOP microprocessor system

The two ESOP microprocessors are used in parallel with the main data aqulslüon

readout (CH III .3) . Both the readout for the two ESOP's and the standard data

aqulsition are started by the first stage fast trigger signal, the ESOP system

however, reads only the few datasets relevant for its specific tasks*

The first ESOP (ESOP-1) searches for the electron trajectory in arm2 of the

spectrometer and calculates its momentum* For this i t uses the coordinate information

from the arm2 proportional chambers P3-P6 (fig. H - 2 ) , the target hodoscopes and

the calorimeter counter arrays EA and EC.

The trajectory is reconstructed using Mts inside a tube which is centered around the

infinite momentum line which connects the triggering EA, EC calorimeter elements

with the target. The width of the tube (10 cm) covers the entire area where an

electron with a momentum greater than 2 GeV and which heads towards the triggering
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calotlmeter elements may be found* *!

If a track i3 found the momentum Is calculated from the distance d (mm) of the ?:

trajectory at the P3/F4 proportional chambers to the infinite momentum line using the

approximation:

P (GeV) - C/d, j

where the constant C is determined by the magnetic field integral of the MNP magnet

and by the relative distances between the target, the MNP magnet, the P3/F4

proportional chambers and the EA calorimeter array.

If a good track is found and i t satisfies the electron criteria, described in the next •

section, ESOP-1 passes the calculated momentum to ESOP-2. Otherwise a veto signal ;

i s generated to interrupt and stop the date readout» ;

The second microprocessor ESOP-2 calculates the energy deposition in the calorimeter ;

arrays KA, KB and KC (fig. 11-8) and checks the shower development* Furthermore I

ESOP-2 compares the momentum calculated by ESOP-1 with the total energy deposited •

in the calorimeter. •

If the event does not satisfy the ESOP criteria for a good electron candidate (CH ;

IH.2b) a veto signal, typically generated within less than 1 me, interrupts and resets i

the readout system. •

The above tests are intended to reduce the number of background triggers due to .

hadrons simulating an electron signal in the first stage fast trigger. Another

important source of background comes from pair electrons where one of the electrons

misses the pair veto system of the first stage. Part of these background triggers are ;

also removed by the ESOP system •

'i
t

m . 2 b ESOP electron criteria j

]
In this section we discuss the criteria for the selection of single electron events, as |

implemented In the ESOP microprocessor software. Typical fractional veto rates are

listed in table HI .5 .

j
Criteria C1-C5 are trivial. They require that a beam track gives an interaction in one |

single target segment and that a non-amblgous particle trajectory, heading towards the j

triggering calorimeter elements, can be reconstructed by ESOP-1. ;
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ïhe other criteria Impose conditions which reduce the number of false triggers from

either hadrons (C6,C8,C9) or from pair electrons (C7.C1Q).

TABLE III«5

ESQP cr i t er ia and veto rates

Cl ambiguous beam track 0.03 :
C2 ambigous target c e l l 0.01
C3 no hi t In front of calorimeter 0.05 ;
C4 too many track candidates in P3-P6 0.02
C5 no unique track in P3-P6 0.18
C6 momentum >12 GeV 0.16 ;
C7 transverse momentum < 0.3 GeV 0.16 ,
C8 bad shower development 0.01
C9 bad energy vs momentum comparison 0.10 ;"•
C10 pair electron found in arm2 0.03 J

to ta l ESOP veto rate 0.75 i

Criterion C6 significantly reduces the number of false triggers from hadrons by 4

eliminating events where the momentum of the triggering particle exceeds the pion '•

threshold of the electron Cerenkov counter. In such events only the calorimeter is ;

used for the electron/hadron discrimination, resulting in a substantial increase of the !

hadron background in the final sample of electron triggers (table IH.7) .

• >

In order to reduce false triggers due to hadrons the shower development in the :::

calorimeter is required to have the characteristics of an electromagnetic shower ,i

(criterion C8). For this purpose ESOP-2 calculates the energy deposition of the :

triggering particle in the different calorimeter arrays KA,KB and KC The signature \\

used for an electromagnetic shower development is : ,'~\

*[ i absolute energy deposition in the KA-array >0.5 GeV, :'
( ii fraction of energy deposited in the KA-array (10-70) %, j
I iii fraction of energy deposited in the KB-array (20-65) %, ,i|
I iv fraction of energy deposited in the KC-array <50 %- f|

An event in which the shower of the triggering particle does not fit to this pattsm Is '\
vetoed by ESOP-2. ?|

•!

A more important reduction In the number of hadron triggers is obtained by a :

I
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comparison of the calculated momentum with the total energy deposited in the

calorimeter (criterion C9).

For electrons, which are completely absorbed in the calorimeter, the ratio of the

energy (E) and the momentum (p) peaks around a value of 1.0. Fig. IH-5 shove a

typical distribution of the ratio E/p, as calculated by ESOP-2. The low values are

mainly due to hadrons, the high values due to electrons which are accompanied by a

photon. ESOP-2 accepts events with E/p-values in the range 0.7 to l«3.

AN
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Fig. I I1 -5 : Typical E/p spectrum from ES0P2,
Ee= Energy deposition of triggering par t ic le ,
pe= momentum of triggering p a r t i c l e , calculated by ES0P1.

To reduce the number of electron pair triggers ESOP-1 calculates the transverse

momentum (pj_) of the triggering particle and rejects the event if it finds a value

below 0.3 GeV (criterion C7). This criterion is based on the very different pj_

-distributions for prompt electrons from charm decay and for electrons from either it"

Dalitz decay or y conversions, as expected from Monte Carlo simulations (fig.

m-6).

Criterion CIO is also used for the reduction of triggers from pair electrons. For this

ESOP-1, which is re-enabled by ESOP-2 after the event has passed all previous tests,

scans the proportional chamber information to find a possible coplanar electron of

opposite charge. If such an event is found the event is vetoed.
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1.5

(GeV)

Fig. III-6: ?i distribution of electrons from:
a) ,, „ „ charmed particle decays (Kev),
b) 7t°+ YY decays and subsequent Y'conversion.

m.2c ESOP results

Without the use of ESOP the dead time losses result for typical running conditions

(600 ttiggets/SPS burst and a 7 ms dead time of the readout system) in a 20%

efficiency ( i . e . 60% dead time loss) of the accepted triggers. With ESOP tills

efficiency becomes about 63%, i . e . a factor of 3.1 larger.

All of the accepted first stage fast triggers are checked by ESOP, which vetoes

typically 75% (table m . 5 ) , using the criteria as described in CH HI.2b. The

remaining 25% (excluding readout dead time) is recorded onto tape for further

analysis.

I

The measured efficiency of ESOP in accepting genuine single electron events is

(70.0±1.5)%. The remaining 30% gets lost due to inefficiencies in the proportional

chambers, where all four planes are required to have a hit on the track, and to the

ESOP software algorithms which are not able to resolve all the ambiguities in

reconstructing the trigger electron [ 3 . 1 ] .

The factor 3.1 increase in the number of accepted fast triggers, a veto rate of 75%

and an efficiency of 70% leads to a factor of »2.6 more good events on tape.
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IU.3 DATA, ACqUISITION

The data acquisition and most of the monitoring of the apparatus is done by two

NQRD ND-10 computers (fig. HI-7).

111.3a Data readout

All event data are read via CAMAC, under the control of the second ND-10 Central

Processor Unit (CPU), dedicated to this task. After a trigger from the fast logic the

readout of the data is started. At the same time the ESOP microprocessors are

enabled to read and process their specific data seta. These datasets are accessed

sequentially by both the microprocessor system and the ND-10 computer. Unless there

is a post trigger veto from one of the ESOP's, which resets the whole system, the

data transfer is completed by reading out the results of the ESOP calculations.

IH. 3b Monitoring

The data are buffered in a 384 K 16 bit memory with random access from both

ND-10 CPU's. Typically ISO everui can be stored in this buffer memory. When the

buffer is full the first ND-10 computer is used to write the data onto tape. The time

between SPS bursts (10 s) is used for online data monitoring. For this two chains of

programs are used by the first ND-10 CPU. One chain samples events for a visual

display of the data. For this a part of the offline program package is used* These

programs display the spectrometer elements with superimposed the event data in a

suitable form to check the trigger conditions and the performance of the apparatus.

The second chain of programs performs online monitoring of all essential parts of the

apparatus. This generally requires a summation over a large number of events in order

to obtain statistically significant information. Typical examples are wire maps, ADC

pedestals and counter hodoscope hit distributions.

HL.3c Tape writing

The first ND-10 computer is used to write the data from the memory buffer onto

magnetic tape. For this purpose two 1600 BPI tape drives are used.

Apart from the event records the tapes contain also a number of rate records. These

contain the counting rates at the different trigger sublevels. These rates are stored
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in fast GAM AC sealers and recorded at fixed time intervals after which they are

reset.

The event records contain the complete event Information. This Information is ordered

in logical data subsets containing the data of the different spectrometer elements

f (table m«6) •

TABLE I I I .6

Composition of the event,records

name type of Information

subset 1 hodoscope counters, ADC's, pattern units
subset 3 multlwlre proportional chambers
subset 5 drift chambers
subset 7 electron calorimeter
subset 13 ESOP-1
subset 14 ESOP-2

• trigger part icle with 24.9% 7.0% !
n b y h t n j

26.7%

'}

10.1%

24.9%

19.7%

7.2%

6.7%

4.7%

100.0%

3.5%

2.1%

7.0%

0.9%

3.3%

4.5%

3.3%

24.6%

m . 4 FINAL DATA SAMPLE ".

HI. 4a Coapoaltion

After the offline analysis the events which pass the first and second stage selection J

respectively, can be classified according to the categories given in table HI .7 . 1

TABLE I I I . 7 •

Classification of events after one and two trigger stages ,]

event type first stage second stage

no track from target
pointing to calorimeter cell
(i.e. interactions, late conversions)

| trigger particle with
!' nearby charged hadron

nearby photon j
hadron with p>12 GeV

hadron with p<12 Gev 7.2% 3.3% j
conversion electron with
found partner

single electron event
according to offline criteria

total
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A further reduction of the background, which amounts to » 87% of the events (table

IH.7), requires an almost complete analysis o£ the event. This reduction can not be

done in the second stage fast trigger without introducing a considerable dead time due

to the large computing time required by the ESOP microprocessors and it is therefore

done in the offline analysis»

m.Ab Total data sample

During a period (F3C) of five days in may 1980, a total of 134 NORD tapes were

written with the single electron trigger for incoming protons of ISO GeV. Every tape

contains typically 11.500 events. Table TH.8 gives a summary of the data taking in

period F3C. Seven tapes were written with special trigger conditions for the offline

calibration of the apparatus (CH. IV). Moreover, from the 134 tapes fifteen tapes

were written with the ESOP veto disabled but the ESOP results recorded onto tape

(ESOF on display). These tapes are used offline to check the ESOP performance and

the criteria used for the single electron selection in both stages of the trigger.

Table III.8

Summary of data taking In period P3C

total

OB 3.6 * 10l°
INT 1.8 * 109

MASTER OR 8.6 * 106

Triggers recorded 1.5 * 106

Tapes written 134
(excluding calibration tapes)
Days of data taking 5
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CHAPTER IV OFFLINE ANALYSIS

The offline data analysis was performed at different institutes and on different types

of computers; at CERN (IBM 3032/168) , at the Rutherford laboratory (IBM

360/195) , at Amsterdam (CY.BER 173) and at Kunich (IBM 360/91, Siemens 7 .880 ) .

However, the same chain of programs was used-

In this chapter a description is given of the different stages of the offline analysis

with the emphasis on the electron selection and the particle identification which are

the essential ingredients for the charm search experiment.

Fig. IV-1 gives a Mock diagram of the processing chain used in the offline analysis.

Before processing starts the calibration of the spectrometer constants i s done. These

constants are used both online - in the trigger (ESOP) and the monitoring programs -

and offline. The calibration procedure i s described in CH IV. 1 .

In the processing three different steps can be distinguished. After each step the

selected events are written onto a Data Summary Tape (DST) for further analysis*

The fraction of events passing each stage i s given in fig. IV-1.

In the first stage event processing a search is made for the trajectory of the trigger

electron. If a trajectory is found a complete track reconstruction is done for all

charged particles passing the spectrometer. Otherwise the event is rejected for

further analysis. In addition tests are performed to check whether the track fulfils

several electron criteria. The results of these tests however are not used to reject

the event but are stored as a set of flags with the DST record. This is done to keep

a large number of events for use in subsequent stages of the analysis (particle
0

identification and V -reconstruction). The first stage event: processing is described in
CH IV.2.

Since charmed baryons are supposed to decay preferentially (CH. V) into modes

containing a strange particle ( A ^ p K " ^ , A ^ K p or hc-*K%+%~ii+) i t i s essential to

reconstruct and distinguish the K", A, K~ and p as efficiently as possible.

Therefore two program packages have been developed; the first one for the

identification of charged pions, kaons and protons and the second one for the search

of neutral strange particles i . e . the K8° and A V-decays.

The particle identification and V°-reconstruction are performed in the second stage of
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Fig. IV-1: Block diagram of the offline analysis program*
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the offline analysis (Ctt I V . 3 ) . If neither a V" nor a charged kaon or proton i s '•

found, the event i s rejected for further analysis. j

tt

Finally in the third stage event processing even more stringent electron tests are ;

performed in order to obtain the cleanest possible data sample for the charm search.

Checks are made on the trigger electron Itself and the pair search i s extended to the

in-magnet region by using the information of the proportional chambers located inside ;

the MNP magnet.

Moreover, the baekgound from uQ Dalitz decays ( e . g . it0 -> Ye+e~) i s suppressed by ;

reconstructing photons in the calorimeter and by determining the ey invariant mass.

Events which in this stage of the analysis do not fulfil all of the prompt electron

criteria are vetoed. The various criteria and the performance of the third stage event

processing are described in OH IV.4 .

IV. 1 CALIBRATION

The first step in the offline processing i s the calibration of the various spectrometer

constants. These are for instance the z-posWon of the different detectors and their

orientation with respect to the beam axis. For die drift chambers in addition the

drift velocity and the IQ values have to be precisely known. The accuracy with which

the constants are determined i s directly reflected in the momentum resolution (CH

IV.3) and as a consequence in the mass resolution of the spectrometer (CH.VI).

The calibration of the drift chambers i s the most essential. The constants for all

other detectors are derived from the reconstructed particle trajectories which only

make use of the drift chamber information. This section i s therefore restricted to a

discussion of the determination of the drift chamber constants as listed in table IV. 1 .

TABLE IV.1

Calibrated d r i f t chamber cons tant s

xs • sense wire position
vd •• drift velocity
to ™ zero time of sense wire

For the determination of these constants 'calibration data' is collected with special

trigger conditions at fixed time Intervals during the experiment. These data consists
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of the following subsamples:

a) Single beam tracks (defocussed beam),
I b) Interaction trigger data,
S c) Testpulses supplied to the drift chamber
f- preamplifiers.

For a) and b) the two spectrometer magnets are switched off to allow the

reconstruction of straight tracks through the whole spectrometer thus permitting ths

alignment of the different spectrometer at.is with respect to each other,

the calibration procedure starts with the reconstruction of the single beam tracks

through the 48 drift chamber planes located in arm2 and arm3 of the spectrometer.

For this purpose! data are taken with a def ocussed beam in order to cover at least

one drift chamber cell in every plane. The advantage of using beam tracks i s that the

tracks are perpendicular to the planes so that no angular corrections have to be made

when calculating the hit position [ 2 . 2 ] . Assuming a saturated drift velocity the hit

position xf, in a drift chamber cell i s simply given by:
4

where td i s the drift time of the primary electrons, created by the particle

traversing the chamber, to the sense wire. The + / - sign corresponds to the particle

\ passing either to the left or to the right side of the sense wire. The drift time t̂ j in

' . (4*1) i s not directly measured but i s derived from the time recorded (CH II.4a) by

; the DTR-system (toTR> according to: 5

':J
t a = t r t — tT\mn ( * t . Z I . '*ƒ

- Tl O u J.K. )

; The DTR dock is stopped at time t̂ , • This stop signal i s essentially the delayed \

- signal ( t c ) of the B3 beam hodoscope (CH II.Id) but has to be corrected for various f

. experimental delays, i . e . : ;

! ^ - t c - ( t o f + t o p + t o p c ) ( 4 . 3 ) , f
;• 'i

I with tpf = time of flight of a particle from the B3 beam hodoscope to the 3

: drift chamber, \

propagation time of the pulse along the sense wire to the }

preamplifier, \

delay time in the preamplifier and the cable to the DTR system. |
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WMle cc has the same value for all chambers and all tracks the other offset values

may be different for different cells and tracks. With (4 .2) the hit position (4 .1) in

a drift chamber cell becomes;

xh - - tDTR) (4.4).

;|

• M

Initially the chamber constants are not precisely known (x s within 0.1 mm and

t^ within a few ns) . However, when using a large number of planes for the track

reconstruction the individual errors on x^ cancel to first order. The error in the

position (x t c) of the reconstructed track is thus assumed to be small compared with

the systematic error on x^- The constants xs» vd and tQ for each cell are determined

by using a sample of n beam tracks and minimizing the deviation of the hits from the

reconstructed beam tracks, assuming the statistical error for each plane to be the

same:

X2 - E(x tr - ( 4 - 5 ) ,

where a =

The error on the fitted parameters in this procedure is given by:

where
öaidaj

The best values for the fit parameters are obtained by an iterative procedure. This

procedure converges within seven iterations and leads to the following errors In xs*

t^ , and vd:

ox8 " 9 um,

et -0 .45 ns (s

ovd - 0 . 1 um/ns (< 40um for max. drift time).

For a typical case the variation of the chamber parameters as a function of the

iteration step is illustrated in fJg. IV-2. Using the fitted parameters to determine the

hit coordinate gives a distribution around the reconstructed tracks with a typical

resolution of a»170 am.

'I
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ITERATION STEP

Fig. IV-2: Variation of the drift chamber parameters xs>

t0 and vd as a function of the iteration step*

I

Using beam tracks the calibration procedure can be done only for those one or two

wires which are covered by the beam. The drift velocity v^ i s assumed to be constant

for each plane. However the CQ values have not to be the same while the x s values

are obviously different for each sense wire and thus in principle should be determined

individually.

The relative wire positions were measured with an error of less than 20 urn [ 1 . 5 ] ,
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uslng a very precise ruler, at the time the chambers were assembled* These

measurements have been used to fix the values of xs for all other sense wires.

The relative values of t,jpC (4 .3) were measured using test pulses which were fed

simultaneously (AfQ. l ns) Into the test input of the preamplifiers. The arrival times

of these pulses at the DTR system were recorded on tape, thus measuring the

different delay times of the individual preamplifiers and cables to the DTR system*

The values of t^j and tQp in eq . (4 .3 ) are a function of the momentum, position and

direction of the particle passing the drift chamber. These values are calculated and

used in the track reconstruction programs.

Trades which are not normal to the drift chamber planes, but have a projected angle

u with the normal in a plane perpendicular to the sense wires, need a correction on

relation ( 4 . 4 ) . For a given drift time, the hit position xj, i s larger by an amount

of:

• 2.0 tan u (mm) ( 4 - 6 ) ,

if xn
 > 3 mm. This relation has been calibrated for angles u up to 45° [ 2 . 2 ] .

The chamber constants, as determined with the beam track calibration data, are

checked using the data of an interaction trigger. For these events the total sensitive

area of the chambers is irradiated. In this case as well, the hit distribution around

the reconstructed tracks, combined for all planes and all wires, shows a resolution of

a»170 urn (fig* H-14) , thus confirming the correctness of the calibration procedure.

IV.2 FIRST STAGE EVENT PROCESSING

A block diagram of the first stage event processing is shown in fig. IV-3. The main

steering program (ELFFRO from Eleven FROng) is the result of ten years development

of data processing in five successive experiments of this collaboration. Logically, i t

can be split up in five separate sections as shown in fig. IV-3.

In the first section the raw data, recorded by the NORD-10 online computer system,

is read in and decoded. At this level events are vetoed if no unique beam track can

be found in the beam hodoscopes or if a second interaction is found in the target

system. Also events with Inconsistent chamber data (wrong marker words, too many

words) are useless for further analysis snd are vetoed (Table IV.2).
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-'m

In the second section a search is done for the trajectory of the trigger electron in

both the proportional and the drift chambers. If a track candidate is found additional

electron criteria are applied using the information of the electron Cerenkov counter,

the calorimeter and the proportional chambers. However events are not vetoed at this

stage but the results of the checks are passed as a set of flags with the event data

to be used in the later analysis (GH XV.4). If an electron track is found the event

1;

i-
ê

Elf pro

Event
loop

Final

Decoding

>
Electron

search

Track
reconstruction

1 '
Electron

track

1 >

>•

Event
flagging

uea m xracK
Arm3 tracksl

Guide

'—^Arm2 tracksl

>*-

Momentum
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DST
writ ing

i

i >

Arm 2/3
fitting

Vertex
fitting

»

Fig. IV-3: Block diagram of the first stage event processing.
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ta completely reconstructed * This is done in the third and fourth section of ELFPRO.

These sections are described in GH IV.2b.

Finally in the last section of ELFPRQ the results oE the reconstructed events are

written onto a Data Summary Tape (DST) for further a;ialysis.

XV. 2a Electron search

Initially a fast search for the electron trajectory is performed using only the

information of the arm2 proportional chambers. The method used for elds is identical

to the one used in the ESOP microprocessor online system (CH III.2a).

If a track is found in the proportional chambers a refined track search is done in the

arm2 drift chambers within a narrow tube, defined by the rough track parameters• In

order to cope with possible inefficiencies in the proportional chambers, where three

TABLE IV .2

First stage event processing
veto rates and event flagging

Total number of events

Decoding section

No unique beam track
Secondary interaction
Inconsistent chamber data

Electron search

No unique electron track found through
triggering calorimeter elements

El Missing target vertically
E2 Momentum outside region of 2.5-12 GeV
E3 Ratio of energy/momentum outside

region of 0.65-1.4
E4 No light in electron Cerenkov counter
E5 Energy in KA calorimeter array below 0.5
E6 Transverse momentum below 0.3 GeV
E7 Electron pair found in arm2

^events //events //events
flagged vetoed passed

10871

533
305
37

10338
10033
9996

1230 8380
419
850

620
840

GeV 47
670
794

Total number of events flagged 424Ü

Total number of events reconstructed and written to DST 8380
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out of four planes should have a hit in order to reconstruct a track, the search in

the drift chambers is also done if no track in the proportional chambers could be

found» The momentum of the electron track is calculated from the direction of the

track and the field integral of the MNP magnet, assuming its origin to be at the

centre of the hit target element*

Several electron tests are made If an electron track Is found, the results of which

are added to the event data in the form of flags. For a typical raw data tape, table

IV «2 shows the number of events which are vetoed or flagged according to these

criteria. The criteria are basically the same as those of the first and second stage

fast trigger (CH. IK.). In this stage however the track position and momentum are

much better defined because of the use of the drift chamber Information»

IV, 2b Track reconstruction

The charged particle trajectories are reconstructed using the coordinate information

from the drift chambers and proportional chambers»

The track search in arm2 and arm3 is done with the so called TSS method» With this

method a search is performed for a track in space by looking first for its projection

in a selected view (T 3 projected Track) and then for associated hits in the other

projections (S = signal from other views). A lease square fit is finally done to give

the parameters in space» The TSS method is described in detail in [4 .1] .

With increasing multiplicity, the nested program loops of the TSS method lead to

rather long computing times. Moreover the pattern recognition becomes more difficult

with increasing multiplicity» For this reason the track search starts in arm3 of the

spectrometer where the avarage multiplicity ("5) of charged particles is much less

than the multiplicity in arm2 ("11) • The tracks in arm3 are subsequently used to

guide the track search in arm 2»

In arm3 first a combined track search is done in arm3a and arm3b (fig» H - l ) ,

which contain 16 and 8 drift chamber planes respectively» This step has the advantage

that arm 3b serves as a lever arm for arm 3a , making the track search faster and

more precise than searching in anr3a alone» Next a search is made for remaining

tracks in arm 3a. This last category of tracks is mostly due to tracks with wide

angles, which are swept away by the BBC bending magnet, and therefore do not pass

the arm3b chambers. All tracks found in arm3a and arm3b are extrapolated to

arm3c to check whether the tracks pass the C3 Cerenkov counter (fig. H - l ) . This
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After completing the track search in both arms, when possible, arm2 and arm3 tracks

are linked and momenta are calculated by the ELFFRO fitting routines by using the

vertex position and magnetic field integrals of the two spectrometer magnets. For this

the vertex position i s defined as the intersection of the beam track in the medium

platte of the hit target element. For tracks which fulfil the matching requirements

inside the BBC magnet, a global fit i s done - using the matching requirements in the

two magnets and the vertex as constraints - to give a best estimate of the momentum

vectors»

!• Non-matching trajectories are extrapolated to the vertes., in the vertical, non-bending

i yz-plane. If they can be associated with this vertex in the vertical plane, i t is

j assumed that they originate in the vertex and their momenta are calculated. The six

j: different possible track configurations are shown in fig. IV-4.

f The last two categories in fig. IV-4 are single trajectories (Q-lines) which cannot be

< associated with a trajectory in another arm or with the vertex and for which

I therefore no momentum can be determined. These Q-Unes may come from secondary

f interactions, V-decays, etc.

f
: The fitting routines take into account both the measuring errors of the tracks and the

errors due to multiple scattering. For the tracks which are linked inside the BBC and

i
• s

information i s necessary to decide whether the Cerenkov counter can be used for the •$
f tl

t particle identification (CH I V . 3 a ) . ;,[

s t

f The track search in arm 2 starts with a guided search using the arm 3 track ;

'(. information. With this method [ 1 * 4 ] the tracks from arm3 are traced backwards •;

• through the BBC magnet and define a restricted area in arm2 for the track search. j

I When the Hst of arm3 trajectories i s exhausted, the standard track search i s done

I with the remaining non-assigned h i t s .

The track finding efficiency i s determined by using the guide method in both

directions, i . e . tracing tracks into arms and vice versa. In this way a 95% track

finding efficiency i s found for both arms. I t i s assumed that this efficiency applies

to the total area covered by arm2 and arm3. In the small central region (20 x 30
2

mm ) however, where the beam traverses the chambers, the track finding efficiency

i s found to be almost zero. This low efficiency i s caused by the built-up of space

charge at the sense wires In the beam region (CH H - 4 a ) .
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Fig. IV-4; Track categories in ELKPRO f i t procedure.

• vertex determined by hi t target element and beam track,

charged par t i c le trajectory.

for the tracks which are linked with the primary vertex the errors on the fitted track

parameters can be approximated by the expressions of >:able IV.3.

TABLE IV.3

Resolution of the spectrometer for charged tracks

Arm-)

10"2 /4 + 0.05p2 1(T3 /50 + 0.14p2 7*10',-3

a(x') [mrad] 1.5 /O.l + 150/p2 0.4 /o.l + 150/p2 0.4 /o.l + 150/p2

O(y') [mrad] 0.4 /o.l + 15O/p2 0.4 /o.l + 150/p2 0.4 /o.l + !50/p2

IV. 3 SECOND STAGE EVENT PROCESSING

As discussed in CH.V charmed particles preferentially decay into final states

containing strange particles. For the charmed baryon A,,"1" , the main decay modes
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observed sofar are:

| In the experiment therefore i t is essential to be able to distinguish charged K-mesons
1 and protons from pions and to reconstruct K' and A decays as efficiently as possible»

: A description of the particle Identification procedure and the V" -reconstruction

' program is given in section IV«3a and IV.3b respectively' A detailed study is made o£

; the efficiency of both the particle identification and the V*-reconstruction, which is

; essential for cross section and branching ratio calculations. The results are discussed

i in CH IV. 3a. 2 and Ctt IV. 3b. 2 for the particle identification and the

V*-reconstruction, respectively.

IV.3a Particle identification

For charged particles passing the BBC magnet the Identity is determined by means of \i

three large Cerenkov counters (Cl, C2 and C3). The thresholds of these Cerenkov ;

counters are chosen such that plons, kaons and protons can in principle be identified

in a wide momentum range extending from 3.9 to »100 GeV. ' i

The lower limit is sat by the it-threshold of Cl. Lower momentum particles have a '

rapidly decreasing probability for passing the BBC magnet in which case th?y cannot ;

be identified anyhow. The upper Umit is determined by the highest it-threshold of the \

Cerenkov counters, namely the Tt-threshold of C3 (11.5 GeV). With this threshold -,

charged hadrons, with momenta above "100 GeV, produce about equal amounts of light '\

in all three Cerenkov counters and therefore cannot be distinguished. In the ;

experiment however, this fraction is very small (<!.%)• ]

The electron Cerenkov counter in arm2 is not used for hadron identification. This !

counter does not cover the entire area of arm 2 and in addition has a n-threshold of \

12 GeV which is above the range of interest. i

IV.3a.1 Method

Threshold Cerenkov counters are based on the principle that particles produce Cerenkov

light [4 .2 ] , in a medium with refractive index n, if their velocity (v) exceeds the
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phase velocity of light (c /n) . This condition can be written as:

cos 9C = 1/np ( 4 . 3 . 1 ) ,

«hete 8C la the opening angle of the Cerenkov light cone and where p=v/co

Since p Is given by:

p - I / A + m2/p2 ( 4 , 3 . 2 ) ,

with p the momentum of the particle, the momentum (pthresh) at which a particle

starts to produce tight Is:

Pthtesh - m / ' n T T T ( 4 . 3 . 3 ) ,

M
"Oft

• 1

while sin 9c = n"1 Ai2 - I - m2/p2 (4.3.4).

The number of expected photoelectrons (Ne) in the light collecting photo-multipliers

Is given by:

2 ( 4 . 3 . 5 ) ,

where C la a constant determined by the length of the counter, the refractive index

n(\) as a function of the wave length \ and the efficiency of the light collecting

system.

As an example we show for the first Cerenkov counter the expected (4.3.5) number

of photoelectrons as a function of momentum In fig. IV-5b for pions, kaons and

protons respectively.

For the particle identification four momentum regions can be distinguished. In the

first one (I) all charged hadrons are below threshold and produce no Cerenkov light.

Thus particles in this momentum region can equally well be pions, kaons or protons

(ic/K/p). Also in the second momentum region (II) both a kaon and a proton are

below threshold and produce no light. Therefore particles In this momentum region,

not giving light, remain ambiguous kaons or protons (K/p).

In the momentum regions HI and IV, on the other hand, all particles can be

distinguished by measuring the pulse height - resulting from the produced Cerenkov

light - in the photomulitipliers. By measuring the number of photoelectrons (e .g .

pulse height) the Identity follows from the expected number of photoelectrons (see

curves in fig. IV-5b).
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Fig. IV-5: a) Schematic view of the particle identification possibilities

in the four momentum regions as determined by the first

Cerenkov counter,

b) Expected number of photoelectrons in the first

Cerenkov counter as a function of momentum,

c) Schematic view of it, K and p thresholds in

the three Cerenkov counters Cl, C2 and C3.
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The calculation o£ the expected number oE photoelectrons ( e q . ( 4 . 3 - 5 ) ) i s done for

each track and each possible particle assignment (it, K and p) In each of the three

Cerenkov counters.

Due to, the high particle multiplicity, serious problems arise from the fact that light

Ecom different particles may reach the same mirrors of a Cerenkov counter • Obviously

the Identification of a particle is complicated if the light can be attributed to other

particles passing nearby» For this reason the expected yield of photoelectrons is

calculated for each individual mirror coveted by the light cones as Illustrated in fig.

IV-6. In this way the identification i s still possible when two or more particles

Illuminate the same mirror by using only those mirrors where no overlap occurs.

CERENKOV
mirror#

t N—
4

1

) T.
5 {

\

2

j

3

O Light cones of track1-4 (T, -T, )

Fig. IV-6: Possible cases of mirror illumination by track T1-T4. Particle

identification i s done for: Tl) in mirror nr. l , T2) in mirror nr.4, T3) in

mirror nr.2 and 3, T4) no identification possible, unless T3 i s identified.

Experimentally the observed pulse height for a particle with a given momentum, has a

gausslan distribution around the theoretically expected value. The width of this

distribution is determined by the photoelectron statistics and by systematic effects due

to the light collection efficiencies (which vary across mirrors) and the incident angle

of the Cerenkov light. The RMS (a) of these distributions is shown for a few points

in fig. XV-5b. For each particle assignment the confidence level [4 .3 ] is calculated:

CL = 2/a /2it ƒ e-y 2//2it ƒ
D/a

(4.3.6) ,
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with D the actual deviation of the observed number of photoelectrons from the

calculated number Cor a given particle assignment. This confidence level (CL) gives

the probability of finding a deviation greater than D and i s therefore a measure for

the correctness of the particle assignment.

Obviously for a given particle assignment the calculation of the confidence level has

no sense if the particle has a momentum below its threshold. In those cases the

probability for such an assignment i s either left to one - in the case that no light i s

observed above the one photon level - or set to zero in the case that light is

observed above this level*

The interpretation of the resulting probabilities is straightforward. The sum of the

probabilities from each Cerenkov for the particle being a 11, a K or a p is less or

equal to three. This sum is normalized to one by multiplying each individual

probability by the same weight factors. Then for each particle assignment the

probabilities from the three Cerenkov counters are multiplied. For a given particle

assignment this product is a measure for the compatibility of the combined Cerenkov

information with the assigned particle mass.

TABLE IV.4

Logic of particle assignment

Pion probability = PPI
Kaon probability = PPK
proton probability s PPR

Unique n
Unique K
Unique p
Ambiguous K/p
Ambiguous it/K/p

if (PPI.GT.PPK. and .PPI.GT.PPR)
if (PPK.GT.PPI. and .PPK.GT.FPR)
if (PPR.GT.PPI. and •Pr'R.GT.FPK)
if (PPK.GT.PPI. and .PPK,EQ.PPR)
all other cases

IV.3a.2 Results

For a subsample of the single electron trigger data, using the particle identification

programs described above, the distribution of the assigned masses is listed in table

IV.5. For particles which are only seen in arm2 of the spectrometer no Cerenkov

information i s available. Since the pion multiplicity i s much larger than that of the

other particles they are assigned to be pions.
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fc TABLE IV,5S-

Identified particles in 12335 events

j charge charge
?• - +

n
K
p
K/p
n/K/p

11469
428
158
816
3004

13916
1191
3328
2414
4193

it arm2 25552 30085

The particle assignment logic, as well ao the performance of the Cerenkov counters,

has been tested by using the decay products of the neutral particles Ks° and A

( V ' s ) :

K.s ~ It n ,

and A —• pi t" «

The mass distribution of the K°s and A samples, used in the analysis, are shown in ',

fig. IV-7. The background in both samples is small with a Signal to Background ratio -f

of S/B =« 4694/270 and S/B • 1404/105 for the K°s and A respectively. Since the j

pion multiplicity in arm 3 is typically a factor 11 times higher than the kaon -

multiplicity and a factor 5 times higher than the proton multiplicity (table IV.5) the '

'decay products1 of the background V°'s may be considered to be pions • vat .-~

introducing a large systematic error.

The momentum spectra of the pions of the K"s and the proton of the A are given in

fig. IV-8a. Since the particle identification applies only to tracks in arm3 the 'i

V-decay products are required to pass the BBC magnet and to have a reconstructed ]

track in arm3- The particle assignment for decay particles, as a function of ,;

momentum, i s shown in fig. IV-8b and fig. IV-8c. -

Obviously, for the decay products of the K°8 with momenta below the it-threshold of j

the first Cerenkov counter no identification can be done. These are therefore assigned J

as being ambiguous ic/K/p. Also higher momentum particles which cannot be identified ij

due to confusion from other particles passing nearby are assigned as being ambiguous :.

n/K/p. Because the pion multiplicity i s so much 'larger than that of K or p these. j

ambiguous n/K/p are assigned as pions and do not contribute to the inefficiency of 1

the pion Identification. I
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\ However, plons Identified as a kaon, a proton or a ambiguous K/p, enter in the *orm '•

; o£ background in the kaon or proton distributions. Because of the high n-muinpUclty

> even a small, fraction of mis-identified plons will introduce a large background in the

jl kaon or proton distributions. For example for a ratio of [iT/(Kp)~] «10, a 2% n

; mis-identification leads to a background in the [K/p] sample of 20*. Fortunately,

' from the KH° V-sample i t can be concluded that the fraction of mis-identified pions
i

V (fig, W-8c) i s small (0.7%). This mis-identification i s partly due to the

; inefficiency of the Cerenkov counters, partly to geometrical effects and partly due to ,

• interactions of the particle in arm3 of the spectrometer.

The identification efficiency of the protons from the A decay i s also a function of :

momentum (f ig . IV-8b). Protons below the K-threshold of the first Cerenkov counter :

remain ambiguous n/K/p. Protons below the K-threshold of this counter (13 .8 GeV)

are ambiguous with a kaon and are therefore assigned as ambiguous K/p's . "

Also some protons above this kaon threshold will be assigned as K/p. This happens if i{

the Cerenkov counter can not be used because of confusion due to neighbouring

; particles and if the momentum of the proton i s below the K-threshold of the Cerenkov

counters which are left over for the particle identification.

Particles with an ambiguous K/p-assignment will be considered as kaons or protons

; depending on which mass combinations (CH. VI) are studied. Therefore in the case of

our A study these particles do not contribute to a loss in the efficiency of the proton

'• identification. \

Protons may be mis-identified i . e . identified as pions or kaons because of

interactions in the spectrometer, confusion with neighbouring particles or because of fi-

rays, in which cases the observed light i s wrongly attributed to the proton.

The overall identification efficiency and the mis-identification of pions and protons,

;- for particles with momenta above 3.9 GeV, are calculated by subtracting the

background under the Ks° or A peak and by taking ambiguous rc/K/p as pions and

v ambiguous K/p as protons. The results are given in table IV . 6 .

|

; The V°'s check only the particle identification procedures for pions and protons but

. do not measure the kaon identification efficiency. However in principle there i s no

- reason to assume that the kaon identification performance differs significantly from

that of the proton identification. Therefore in the calculations involving production

cross sections (CH VI) the kaon identification efficiency i s taken to be the same as

•.a
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TABLE IV.6

Identification efficiency and mis-identification of
plons anti protons with momenta above 3.9 GeV

pion identification, efficiency 99.3%
proton ident i f icat ion efficiency 88.2%

pion mis-identification 0.7%
proton mis-identification 11.8%

the value found for the proton.

IV. 3b V-reconatructton

The branching ratios for the decay modes A^ + K°p and Ac+ + A(nn) are of the same

order as the branching ratio for the decay h^+ * pK~u+ (CH. V). Consequently for

the charmed baryon search it is important to be able to reconstruct the V°'s in the

' spectrometer with a good efficiency. For this we use the decay modes:

Ks° -> n+vT,

A - + pit" ,

which represent 68.6% and 64.2% of all K8° and A decays, respectively.

, Since the entrance of the first spectrometer magnet, the MNP magnet, is very close

j to the target, the decay vertices of the V ' s are likely to be located within the

Ï magnetic field region of this magnet. Therefore, a Vs reconstruction program has
f '
• been developed which reconstructs V ' s decaying within the magnetic field of the MNP

• magnet. For this the decay products have to be measured at least in arm2 of the

j spectrometer. The following two sections describe both the method and the results of i
t' i
(; this V°-reconstruction program. !

IV.3b. l Method 1

t }
In this section only the main lines of the V°-reconstruction program are discussed. \

\

i
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Fig. IV-9: Schematic view of a V° decay inside the MNP laagnet in
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The derivations of the formulae used, are described In more detail in Appendix A.

The method used in the V" program is applicable for any V°-decay for which the

decay tracks are detected in arm 2 of the spectrometer, irrespective whether the

momenta of the particles are known» Fig. IV-9 shows schematically the notations

used* In the xz-plane and the yz-plane of the spectrometer, charged particles with a

velocity v(vx»Vy,vz) experience a Lorentz force:

Fx - 0.3e(vyB7, - vzBy) (3 .1)

and Fy - Q.3e(vzBx - vxBz) ( 3 . 2 ) ,

respectively, where B(Bx,By,Bz) i s the magnetic field. The sign of the LorenU force

is determined by the product (e) of the charge of the particle and the direction of

the magnetic field*

Using the fact that the main component of the magnetic field is along the y-dlrection

it follows that in the xz-plane the angle («„.) and position (x) of the particle Inside

the magnet can be written as:

sin ax(zi) - (sin ax(zm2) - 0.3eP(zi))/PXz (3 .3)

and x(zi) - x(zm2) + tgax*zm2*(zi-zm2) - 0«3eY(zi)/Pxz ( 3 . 4 ) ,

zm2 i»2
where the Integrals P(zi) = ƒ Bydz and Y(ZI) = ƒ B(z)dz are assumed to be

zi zi ;,

functions of zi only, because of the good uniformity cc the magnetic field across the .[

x and y directions. Using eq.(3 .2) the angle and position in the yz-plane are given ;

by: v

sin ay(zi) = sin ay(zm2) + [focussing terms] ( 3 . 5 ) , j

and y(zi) • y(zm2) + sin ay(zm2)-(zi - zm2) + [focussing terms] ( 3 . 6 ) ,

where the small focussing terms account for the effect of the relatively small {

Bz component of the field. These terms are given In Appendix A.. ]

Using equations (3.3) to (3.6) for the particle trajectories inside the magnet four ]

constraint equations can be formulated. The first two impose the condition that the 1

two tracks (numbered 1 and 2) cross at the decay position (zi) in both xz and yz ••

projections. The second two impose the constraint of momentum conservation in the {

two projections, assuming the position of the primary vertex (xt,yt,zt) to be known j

(fig. IV-10): j
- x(z i ) 2 = 0 , • |
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C3(x,T))

with ï = vector of unknown variables:

and fj = vector of measured quantities; xt ,yt ,zt ,

x(zm2)i»

x(am2) 2 ,

Depending on whether the parüclea have passed the BBC magnet and tlieir tracks are

measured In arm 3 the vector n or x includes the absolute momentum values Pxz •

xz plane

Rxz<zi

DECAY VERTEX

Fig. IV-10: V° decay In the horizontal plane. Pxzi and Pj£z2 a r e t h e

momentum components of the decay products, perpendicular to the
l ine which connects the target with the Vs decay position»

First estimates of zi and Pxz are obtained by solving the constraint equations f2(x,T|)

and f4(x,TJ), assuming simple straight lines for the trajectories in the magnet, thus

neglecting the focussing terms in In the yz-plane (eq.(3.5) and eq.(3.6)) . With

these estimators an iterative procedure is started which, if converging, results in a

solution for zi and Pxz and a set of corrections for the quantities rj. For this a least

square fit procedure is performed*
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Using the fitted track parameters and the momenta of the decay particles the j

invariant masses (CH.VI) of the Ks° and A are calculated by assigning the correct \

masses to the decay particles, provided these are not in conflict with the assignments j

resulting from the particle ldentlflcatloi, routines (CH IV.3a). ;

In order to reduce the background In the final K8° and A data sample a number of

cuts are applied in the V°-reconstruction program (table IV.7) . ;

TABLE IV.7

Cuts applied in the V-reconatructlon program

(x(et) - x t ) 2 (y<zt) - y t ) 2

CD X v e r t e x < 2 ' with xJertex - a 2 ( a t )
 +

 a 2 ( , t )

C2) I «i - 8t | < 10 mm

C3) X2 > 20 with xZ*from V° f i t procedure
v ' v

C4) d x y (z i> > 50 mm with d x y - distance of projected V"
momentum vector at zt

C5) zi > 1500 urn

Most tracks originate in the target. Therefore, if the V reconstruction uses also

tracks which are attributed to the primary vertex, since they decay closely to the

target (Cl,C2)i a large background will result. Hence, such tracks are eliminated.

Also V°'s for which the V° reconstruction has a bad x2 are eliminated (C3) • Because '

the V°'s themselves should originate in the target a limit i s set on the allowed •

distance of the V" track to the primary vertex (C4). Finally those V°'s which decay

far behind the MNP magnet in arm2 of the spectrometer are eliminated (C5) because j

of the lack of drift chamber information for the track reconstruction of the decay :

particles. •

'ij
h

IV.3b. 2 Results j

j
the performance of the V°-reconstruction program is checked with a Monte Carlo !5

simulation program. This program simulates inclusively produced Ks° and A in proton- '\

proton interactions at 150 GeV with differential cross sections as measured by !

reference [ 4 . 4 ] . Approximately these differential cross sections can be written as:
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fig. IV-ll shows the generated xp-distributlons. The produced V " s decay according

to their mean life x (Q.8923MQ~10 and 2,632*1O~10 s for the KS and A

respectively, see fig. IV-12c and fig. XV-13c). If the V ' s decay inside the

magnetic volume of the MNP magnet the decay products are traced towards arm 2 of

the spectrometer using the same magnetic field data as used in the real

V-reconstructton program.

For the acceptance calculations, apart from the geometrical acceptance, all known

loss factors are taken into account. This includes the track reconstruction efficiency

in both arms, the dead region in the central part of the arm2 drift chambers and the

loss factors Cl , C2 and C5 of table IV.7, which were introduced in the

V-reconstructlon program to suppress the background. In the real data i t is found

that the V-reconstruction program is inefficient when reconstructing V°'s for which

the trajectories of the decay particles in arm 2 are more or less parallel. This i s due

to the bad initial estimate of the decay position in this case. This inefficiency (22%

for the K8° and 40% for the A) has been estimated from the real data and i s

included in the Monte Carlo program. The final acceptances found are 23.8% and

11.9% for the Ks° and the A, respectively. ï ïg . 1V-11 shows the acceptance as a

function of xp«

In order to estimate the expected fractions of K8° and A in the real data sample (as

obtained after the first stage analysis) the following assumptions are made.

a) The data are not biased by the electron criteria used in the online trigger and in

the first stage of the analysis (see also table HI .7) .

b) The total inclusive production cross sections of the reactions pp+K8° (5.0+0.2 mb)

and pp+A (4 .2±0.2 mb) are given by the measurements of reference [4.4} at 147

GeV pp interactions.

c) The A dependence (A being the atomic mass of the target material (Be)) of the

differential production cross section i s assumed to be independent of xp and p^ and

is taken to be proportional with AY, Y = 0 . 8 ± 0 . 2 . This value i s an approximation of
2

the A-dependence in the xp and p^ -range of accepted events [ 4 . 5 ] .
d) The total inelastic pBe cros section at 150 GeV is taken to be (210±4) mb
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mb (extrapolated value from the measurements of reference [ 4 . 6 ] ) . ;.j

With these assumptions the expected fractions of Kg° and A are calculated to be: j

_ OKsincl + 1 5

Inel
A '" <*nel(pBe) * AY * BR( A •> P T T ) * Acc(A ) - °'9^Q'^ % >

where the errors are mainly due to the uncertainty In the A-dependence of the cross

sections.

For a subsample of 458.393 events passing the first stage event processing (CH

IV.2a) the yield of K8* and A particles is given in fig. IV-12a and fig. IV-13a,

respectively. For those V°'s, for which the invariant mass of the i&%~ combinations

is limited to the range of 0.478 < m ^ - < 0.528 GeV and the invariant mass of the

pit" combinations to the range of 1.107 < ^ W - K 1.123 GeV the Feynman variable
2

xF , the squared transverse momentum p^ and proper lifetime t distributions are

shown in fig. lV.12b-d and fig. IV.13b-d. For these distributions the background

under the Ks° and A peaks is subtracted assuming that the background distributions

are the same a? those of the two control regions adjacent to the peaks as indicated

in fig. IV-12a and fig. IV-13a. The shape of these distributions is found to be in

good agreement with the experimental distributions, confirming the validity of the

Monte Carlo simulation procedure.

The fractions of Ks° and A are found to be 2.20±.02% and 1.03+.01%, respectively.

They are obtained by fitting the invariant mass spectra (Hg. !V-12a and fig. IV-13a)

with a gausslan superimposed on a polynomial background. These measured fractions

agree with the Monte Carlo predictions.

IV. 4 THIRD STAGE EVENT PROCESSING

In the first stage of the analysis, rather loose electron criteria were uaed in order

to keep a high statistics data sample so that the particle identification and V°

reconstruction could be studied without a strong bias of prompt electron events. For

the charm search however, a data sample is required which is contaminated as little

as possible by pair electrons or misldentlfied hadron showers. Therefore in the third

stage of the analysis the most stringent electron tests are applied. These tests use

both the information from the first stage event processing (Preselection flags) and
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the track information from the completely reconstructed event (CH IV.2b). Events

which do not pass these tests are rejected for further analysis. Table IV.8 lists the

different tests and the typical veto rates. The tests used to define a good electron

candidate and to eliminate electron pairs are described in CH IV. 4a and IV.4b

respectively.

TABLE IV.8

Veto rates o£ the third stage single electron tests

veto rate

TEST1) Preselect ion flags (see table IV.2) 43.9 %
TEST2) More than one track found through

tr igger ing calorimeter elements 9.9 %
XESX3) Electron t r a c k not seen i n arml 42.1 %
TEST4) Electron p a i r found i n arm2 8.6 %
TEST5) ito reconstructed in calorimeter 11.5 %
TEST5) Electron pai r found in arml 40.3 %
TEST7) Electron pair found in arm89 9.6 %

t o t a l veto ra te 87.2 %

IV.4a Electron selection

TEST1) Events which are flagged as bad electron candidates by the electron

tests of the first stage analysis (CH IV.2a) are vetoed. Those events either did not

fulfil the electron criteria or a partner electron was found in arm 2 of the

spectrometer.

TEST2) Since after the second stage of the analysis all tracks are

reconstructed i t is also checked whether there is more than one track passing the

triggering elements of the calorimeter. These tracks may not have been found in the

first stage analysis because of the restricted area used for the electron track search.

In order to suppress events due to hadron clusters, events for which more than one

track is found passing these calorimeter elements, are vetoed.

TEST3) This test checks whether the electron track is seen in the

arml proportional chambers which are located just behind the target inside the MNP

magnet (fig. H - l ) . This test eliminates invalid triggers due to y-converslons

downstream of the target. Corresponding Mts are searched for the electron track

candidate in each of the eight planes of the arml proportional chambers. Taking into

account an efficiency of these chambers of 93%, at least six hits are required to

validate the electron track. If the appropiate hits in the chambers are not found the
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event is vetoed.

IV.4b Pair rejection

The major background In the experiment comes from y-cowerston or it0 and rf DaUtz

decays (eg. n° -» ye+e~ ) . In this stage of the analysis a more extensive search is

made to find possible electron partners of; the triggering electron. In all of the

following tests (except TESTS) the criteria which determine a pair electron are

essentially the same. A search is made for tracks which have opposite charge to the

trigger electron. Then a small transverse momentum relative to the resultant pair

direction is requited to ensure that the two particles were generated with an opening

angle close to zero.

TEST4) First a search is made in arm 2 of the spectrometer for a partner

electron, which was not detected by the online pair veto sytem as well as in the first

stage analysis. If a track is found with a transverse momentum less than 0.01 GeV

100 150 200

Mass e+e" (MeV)

Fig. IV-14: e e~ invariant mass of coplanar electrons

as reconstructed in arm2.
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relative to the resultant pair direction and which gives an invariant mass of the pair

system less than 0.03 GeV the event i s rejected. Fig. IV-14 shows the mass

distribution of possible pair electrons for events which pass the preceding tests.

TESTS) In order to eliminate triggers due to Dalitz decays (eg.

n° -> Ye+e** ) , for which the partner electron is not found in arm 2 » photons are

reconstructed in the electron calorimeter.

A search is made for dusters of cells in the LTA calorimeter array which have an

ADC count greater than two minimum ionizing parücles and which have a total energy

deposit in the KA, KB and KG arrays of at least 0.8 GeV, while these clusters are

not associated with a reconstructed (charged) track. If such a cluster Is found in the

LTA array a similar search is made in the LTB array and both the x-and y-coordlnate

are determined from the centre of gravity of each duster respectively. The

longitudinal development of the shower must fulfil the following criteria:

i The fract ion of the to ta l energy i n KA should be below 75 %,
i i The frac t ion of the to ta l energy in KB should between 10-80 %,

i i i The fract ion of the to ta l energy in KC should be below 50 %.

If a photon is identified in this way i t i s combined with the trigger electron and the

effective mass of the ey-system is calculated. The effective mass distribution i s

shown in fig. IV-15. There is a clear enhancement somewhat below the u° mass of

135 MeV. The shift to lower mass i s due to the absence in the effective mass

100 150 200

Mass ey ( MeV )

Fig. IV-15: ey invariant mass.
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i
calculation of the second undetected electron, Events are vetoed if the effective mass -1

j

falls within the range of 100 to 170 MeV, A

TEST6) In addition to a search for pair electrons in arm 2, the data from

the proportional chambers located Inside the MNP magnet are used to search for a

partner electron from a pair Inside the magnetic volume of the MNP magnet. This i s

especially important for very asymmetric e*ie~ pairs where one of the electrons has a

low momentum and i s bend away inside the magnet- This search is only made for

events which pass the preceding tests. It starts with the information from the ,

arm! PI/P2 proportional chambers.

Each set of the proportional chambers consists of four planes with different wire

orientations: 26° (labeled V), 0° (X) , -26° (U) and 90° (Y.) (CH II.3d). In each

set a search i s made for triplets of Mts, among the four possible configurations VXU,

VXY, VUY. and XUY. The intersection of the three hit wires provides an x- and an y -

coordlnate for each set of chambers. The coordinates of these two sets ate used to

find a track, which i s coplanar in the yz-plane with respect to the trigger electron. l

The measured coordinates are used to fit a track by an iterative procedure [A.7] i

eventually giving values for the momentum, dx/dz and dy/dz.

A number of tests i s made to check whether the fitted track satisfies the criteria for

a pair candidate. The polarity of the fitted track should be opposite to that of the

trigger electron, while the transverse momentum with respect to the pair system

should be less than 0.01 GeV to ensure an opening angle close to zero. Furthermore

the momentum of the track i s required to be less than 700 MeV since for higher

momenta the separation of the two tracks in arml i s too small to detect them

individually. Finally the effective mass of the pair system should be less than 100 :

MeV. The effective mass distribution of the tracks which fulfil these requirements

shows a clear enhancement at zero mass (fig. IV-16).

TEST7) Besides a search for a pair electron in arml, a search is also I

performed in the arm89 (ana8 = P7.P8 and arm9 = P9,P1O) proportional chamber ;

system (fig* H - 2 ) . The partner electron from a pair may not be seen in arml but i

may traverse one of the arm89 chambers» '

First i t is determined in which arm 89 set the pair track i s expected to be found j

based on the charge of the triggering electron. Then clusters of hits are searched in !

the planes of that specific set. For all possible configurations of at least three hits, j

the track parameters ( i . e . the momentum, dx/dz and dy/dz) are determined via a .]

lookup table, which is generated by a Monte Carlo simulation program [ 4 . 7 ] , under )
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the assumption that the track originates in the target. If one or more tracks have

been found the effective mass Is calculated for each track by combining i t with the

trigger electron. Big. IV-17 shows the mass distribution calculated in this way. The

event Is vetoed if an effective mass i s found which i s less thean 40 MeV.
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Fig. XV-16: e+e~ invariant mass
of coplanar electrons
as reconstructed in arml.
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Fig . IV-17: e+e~ invariant mass of
coplanar electrons as
reconstructed in arm89.

IV. Ac Results

The efficiency of the different tests for vetoing events from hadron or pair triggers

and the losses of good single electron events are evaluated in several ways. These

efficiencies are determined with the high statistics n~Be data (CH. I ) , assuming that

they also apply to the pBe data studied in this thesis.

A measure for the efficiency of the different tests ln vetoing events from pair

triggers is obtained by a comparison of the different yair veto procedures. Since

these procedures overlap partially i t i s possible to estimate the efficiency by

comparing the decisions of the overlapping procedures. The electron pair veto

efficiency measured in this way is found to be about equal for each of the pair veto

packages (arm2, arml, arm89) and amounts to 85%.
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The efficiency of the n° search procedure, In particular the efficiency of the photon

reconstruction, is measured using the electrons from the leptopic decay of the p ,

u) and <j> resonances (as an illustration we show in fig. IV-18 the e+e~ spectrum

obtained in a subsample of our pBe data).

In this test the track parameters of the electrons are omitted deliberately to simulate

a photon and i t is checked whether the Y-reconstructLon procedure recognizes these

particles as photons. For this check the thresholds for the y" s e a r ch in the

calorimeter are made equal to the thresholds as required for the electron search (CH

IH.2), With this method 83% of the simulated photons are found by the y-

reconstructton procedure*
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Fig. IV-18: e 3 invariant mass of non-coplanar electrons as reconstructed

In the TOP and BOTTOM part of the calorimeter.

Two methods are used for the determination of the acceptance of the third stage

event selection for single electrons. The first method makes use of "Monitor

electrons" (CH ITX.ld), which are electrons from a pair where one is found in arm2

and the other in arm89. For these electrons the acceptance of the electron tests

TEST1 and TEST2 are measured as given in table IV.9. Since for the pair electrons In

this data sample in addition the electron requirement of 0.7 < E/p < 1.3 is imposed,

in order to improve the ratio of signal over background, a factor of 0.76 (E/p

correction) has to be applied to correct for the loss of electrons which have E/p

distributions in the calorimeter outside this range.
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The second method uses the data obtained with 'MASTER1-triggers (CH Hl . l c ) . These

data consist of events which contain two non-coplanar electrons; one in the upper

part and one In the lower part of the calorimeter. These electrons originate partially

from the leptonlc decay of the p , u and 41 meson resonances (fig. IV-18). The

events are analysed fully without any electron selection switched on. The losses of

good events are determined by measuring the effect of the different electron selection

criteria (TEST3-7) on the ratio of signal to background of these resonances. The

acceptance of the different tests for single electrons is given in table IV.9 (errors

are statistical only).

TABLE I V . 9

Single

TEST1
TEST2

TEST3
TEST4
TEST5
TEST6
TEST7

electron acceptance of the third stage

Preselection flagging
More than one track found through
triggering calorimeter elements

E/p correction factor
Arml track test
Arm2 pair search
n° reconstruction
Arml pair search
Arm89 pair search

electron

0.81

0.92
0.76
0.91
0.98
0.99
0.87
0.99

selection

± 0.01

+ 0.01
± 0.02
+ 0.01
± 0.005
± 0.003
+ 0.012
+ 0.003

Total 0.431+ 0.016
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CHAPTER V CHARM SPECTROSCQPY AMD PRODUCTION

V.I INTRODUCTION

V.la Charm

In 1964 Gell-Mann and Zwelg introduced the quark model to describe the multitude of

observed particles which at that time were considered to be elementary. In this model

these particles were assumed to be made up of three flavours of quarks: up ( u ) ,

down (d) and strange ( s ) . The flavours determine the major observable properties of

the particles such as charge, strangeness, isotopic spin. This model proved to be very

successful in explaining hadron spectroscopy and dynamics. All the known hadrons,

discovered before 1974, could be understood as bound states of these three quarks:

the mesons as quark-antlquark and the baryons as three quark bound states. The u

and d quarka form an Isotopic spin SU(2) doublet and are the constituents of ordinary

matter i . e . the nucleons of which our macroscopic world i s built up. The heavier s

quark can bind with the ether quarks or with Itself to form the so-called strange

particles and the "hidden" strangeness 4>(ss) meson and complete the SU(3) multiplets

proposed by Gell-Mann [5 .1]« All these quarks have spin h and carry fractional

electric charge ( 1 / 3 , 2 / 3 ) .

In addition to flavour another degree of freedom, namely colour, was introduced in

order that the Fauli exclusion principle i s satisfied in the lowest lying baryon states.

Without colour the three quarks, making up the A = uuu or the Q~ = sss , would be

in the same quantum mechanical state. This i s excluded since the quarks are spin \

particles and thus have to obey Pauli statistics. To overcome this problem i t i s

assumed that the quarks have an additional quantum number called colour which can

take three values, which are arbitrary called: red, green and blue. By requiring each

quark in the baryon states to have a different colour, the other quantum numbers can

be the same without violating the Pauli principle. It i s assumed that all observable

hadronic states are singlet representations of the SU(3) colour gauge group (colour

cdnglets). Until 1974 the three quarks u, d and s , each occurlng in three different

colours, together with the four leptons ( e , u, ue> i>u) were regarded to be the set

of elementary particles. Both leptons and quarks may experience electromagnetic and

weak interactions. These forces are mediated by the exchange of vector bosons; the

Y, W~ and Z°. Only the quarks experience in addition the strong (colour) force
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mediated by the exchange of coloured vector gluons. Theoretically, the electroweak

and strong interactions are described within an SU(2)*U(1) and an SU(3) flavour

gauge group respectively [5 .2] .

It was soon realised that possible heavier quarks and leptons might exist, increasing

the rank of the flavour symmetry group. The hadrons containing these quarks could

have escaped detection because of experimental limitations. The original motivation to

propose at least the existence of a fourth quark was based on the argument of quark-

lepton symmetry. The known leptons and quarks could be arranged into pairs (each

lepton paired with its neutrino and the up quark paired to the down quark) with the

notable exception of the strange quark. The existence of a fourth quark paired with

the lonely a quark would remove this difference and would lead to an equal number of

lepton and quark doublets. A more compelling argument for the existence of a fourth

quark was given in 1970 by Glashow, IEopoulos, and Malaid (GIM-model, [5.3]) • The

introduction of the fourth quark called charm (c) would solve the problem of the non-

observation of strangeness changing neutral current in weak interactions. In the

standard weak interaction model [5.4] the weak hadronic neutral current can be

written as:

- Y5)[T+,T_]q

u
where q represents the quark weak isodoublet field [<j' 1 > &' t h a H-neair quark
combination (d cosQc + s sinQc), 0C the Cabbibo angle and T+ the isospin raising or

lowering operator. This current contains a strangeness changing term:

- Y5> d c o s 0c

This term would lead to a substantial decay rate of K^0

observed branching ratio is found to be extremely small [5 .5 ] :
dowever the

(KL
U + all)

< 10"

In the GIM-model this decay, however, is suppressed in a natural way and in

agreement with this observation by the introduction of a fourth quark c with a new

quantum number called charm. This c quark has charge 2/3 and forms a second weak

isodoublet field { '̂} with s' = scosQe - dsln0c. The weak neutral current then gets

an additional term:
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d sinOc cos9c

which just cancels the first term resulting in the absence o£ strangeness-changing

weak neutral currents. This is illustrated in the K° decay diagram (fig. V-l) which

contains two amplitudes cosQc sln0c and -sinQc cosQc which add up to zero:

sinec

Fig. V-l : K° decay diagram.

Experimental, evidence for a fourth quark was indeed found in 1974 by the discovery

of the J/<|» which will be discuosed in the next section. In the mean time the number

of leptons and quarks has further Increased. A heavy lepton x was discovered in 1975

[5 .6 ] while evidence for a fifth quark flavour, the b quark, was seen in 1977

[ 5 . 7 ] . With the discovery of the x lepton and the b quark i t Is now well believed

that at least six leptons (e , n, t . ve» v^, v^) and six quarks (u, d, s , c, b, t)

constitute the set of elementary particles in nature. Of these particles the top quark

(t) has not been found yet, while the vT has not been directly confirmed.

Although the J/(|> [5 .11] and T [5.7] were discovered in hadron interactions most of

the information on the new heavy leptons and quarks comes from experiments at

e e~ colliders. The production of the heavy quarks in e e~ collisions and deep

inelastic lepton-hadron interactions i s rather well understood in the framework of the

parton model. In hadron interactions, on the other hand, the dynamics of the process

i s complicated and yet poorly understood.

The following sections summarize the experimental evidence for the existence of

charmed particles.

V.lb Observation of charm

The first experimental indication for the existence of charm came from a measurement
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of R, the ratio of the total hadronic cross section to that of ji-pairs, In

e+e" Interactions;

R(E)
a (e+e~ + hadrons)

a (e+e~ + n+n~)

with R measured as a function of the centre of mass energy E. In the quark-parton

model one assumes that the production of hadrons proceeds through virtual (time-like)

photons which dissociate Into a quark/anti-quark pair (qq)« The quarks then dress

themselves with quarks from the vacuum to form the observed hadrons , i . e .

e+e~ * Yv + ïwdwns C«e also flg. V-

of the Y produced In the annihilation):

2
e+e~ * Yv + ïwdwns C«e also flg. V - l l ) . Then at large s (s • 4E • squared mass

a(e+e" + hadrons) - Nc % o(e+e~

- Nc h «i2 aCeie . . .

so that R(E) = Nc 2^ e^2

where Nc i s the number of colour quantum numbers, ê  the quark charge and the sum

runs over all flavours. Thus the magnitude of R measures directly die sum of the

squared charges of the existing quarks. With only three quarks, i . e . below charm

threshold, the ratio becomes

• 3 (4 /9 + 1/9 + 1/9) = 2

. which should remain constant with energy provided no new flavours appear. It was the

', apparent increase In R above 3 GeV [5 .8 ] that first suggested the existence of a new

| flavour quantum number.
si'

|v Another indirect indication for charm came from neutrino scattering experiments at

'f Fermilab. In these experiments u+|i~ pairs were found in interactions of muon

i neutrinos with matter [ 5 . 9 ] . With the introduction of the charm quark these events

; could be naturally explained as illustrated by the diagram of fig. V-2.

I" The hadronic current:

:•. J+^ = Syl1 ( l - y 5 ) ( d cos0c + s sin0c) + cyH (1-Y5>(s COS0C - d sln0c)

can couple to the muonlc current py** (1~Y5) vu through H+ exchange leading to a

muon and a c quark in the final state. The Cablbbo favoured decay of the charmed
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quark can lead by the same process to an s quark and a lfipton-neutri.no pair* In the

experiments it was indeed verified that in most of the dimuon events strange K-mesons

were present.

Fig. V-2 : Charm production in v i n t e r ac t i ons .

V.lc Charmed mesons

With the concept of a new flavour GatUaxd, Lee and Rosner [5.10] developed in

detail the spectroscopy and decay properties of hadrons containing charmed quarks.

In the (old) three quark model the quark flavours uds form a fundamental triplet

representation of SU(3). With the addition of a fourth quark c, with charge 2 /3 ,

isospin and strangeness zero and one unit of charm, a fundamental quartet:

representation of SU(4) is generated.

In SU(3) the mesons, made up by a quark-anttquark (qq) pair, belong to nonets

(singlets and octets):

3 x 3 - 1 + 8

In SU(4) the mesons however belong to 16-plets (singlets + 15-plets):

4 x 3f - l + 1 5

The meson muHiplets in SU(4) are shown diagram matically for Jp * 0~ (quark spins

opposite) and JP •-» 1 ' (spins parallel) in fig. V-3. With the additional c quark there

are for each spin parity seven new mesons, six of them in the open charm state with

O i l and one in the hidden charm state (cc) with 0 0 .

It was therefore a great success that the experimental evidence for the existence of
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such particles was provided straultetieously in hadron and e+e" Interactions [5 .11] by

the discovery of the J/¥ and ¥ ' vector mesons in 1974 • These particles were found

at a high mass (3097 and 3685 MeV respectively) but have a hadronic width, about
3

10 smaller than expected for conventional had tons of such mass.

uë-D1»» led". D*

'/////V/A

dc-D

\ \ / /

II j!.F»

Fig . V-3 : Pseudoscalar and vector meson nonets.

These and other observations could only be understood if one interprets these panicles

as a bound system (cc) of a quark and an anti-quark, each carrying the new "charm"

quantum number. Furthermore since charm is a conserved quantum number in strong

interactions the extreme narrow width of the %' indicated that mesons with open

charm must have a mass larger than 3.685/2 = 1.84 GeV.

After the discovery of the J/¥ a large number of other cc bound states has been

discovered (¥", x> rlc) fl1'Wng the expected spin-parity pattern for a bound cc system

(charmonlum).

Since the charmed quark favours transitions involving the s quark rather than the d

quark (Cabibbo suppressed) an important feature of charm decay is the production of
0 - 4 .

strange particles. An example i s the decay of D + K u which dominates over the
0 .

Cabibbo suppressed decay of D + it it". These processes can be most simply pictured
as decays of the charmed quark where the light antiquark (u) i s the spectator (fig.

V-4).

Indeed the first D mesons were observed in e+e~ experiments at SLAC in the K~it+,

K " Y W " and K~it+n+ mass distributions as narrow peaks at = 1.86 MeV [ 5 . 1 2 ] .
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cosec

D° -

cosec

sinec
ïï ïï

Tl

Fig* V-4 : (a) Cabibbo favoured and (b) Cabibbo suppressed decay of D° •

Because of the narrow width of these resonances and the absence of similar peaks in

K"n n~ Bpectra they could be identified as weakly decaying charmed mesons • Soon

after this discovery much more experimental evidence and information on charmed

meson properties became available. Notably the discovery of the 4»" (3770) early in

1977 [5.13] provided an ideal source of D mesons. The total width of the <(>" i s

about a 100 times larger than the <|>* (3685) which indicated that for the <|»" (as

opposed to the <|i') the OZI-allowed decay mode into two charmed mesons i s

kinematlcally possible (fig. V-5).

ur (
c D(

d

d

u
Fig . V-S : OZI allowed and OZI suppressed decay for (It-family.

In the study of D-mesor.s from 4>"-decay most of the properties of charmed mesons,

like masses, spins, decay modes and branching ratios have been measured. Also in

other experiments which used either incoming neutrinos, photons, mesons or hadrons,

the D-mesons have been observed and their properties have been studied.

Clear evidence for the vector D*-mesons (Jp»l~) has come from experiments by the

MARK I collaboration and the Crystal Ball group at SPEAR [5 .14a ] . The observed

D*+ (+ D u+) and D*~ (D it") in the K+rcV mass spectra showed a mass difference
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m(D** - D°) of 145.3+0.5 MeV larger than the 139 MeV needed to allow the Du

decay. The mass difference, predicted by reference [5.14b] was about 130 MeV.

In contrast to the experimental situation for the D(D*)-meson6, the amount of

information about the F-mesons (cs) is less satisfactory. The only reported evidence

in e+e~ interactions comes from the DASP collaboration [5 .16] . Their results are

based on threshold effects in the n-production, which originate from the decay

F •»• Tl + u ' s , and the observation of six events which they interpret as e+e~ + F* (+

Fy) + F (+ Tin). However, recent results on inclusive r\ production from the Crystal

Ball detector [5.17] do not confirm these data.

More compelling evidence comes from emulsion (+ downstream spectrometer)

experiments. In these experiments three events have been observed consistent with F-

meson production [5.18]. Also in the WA4 CERN photoproduction experiment the F-

meson has been observed in the decay F + Ti + nn [5 .19] . The statistics of this

experiment however is rather low and confirmation of the results is needed.

V . l . d . Charmed baryons

If charm exists then the charmed quark should manifest itself not only in the meson

spectrum but also in the spectrum of baryons. Since the baryons are made up out of

three quarks the replacement of one or more quarks by a charmed quark then always

results in open charm states (as opposed to the hidden charm states in the meson

spectrum). In SU(4) the colour-singlet baryon states belong to the representation:

20 20 20'

The baryon muUAplets 20 and 20' of SU(4), corresponding to the JP=^+ and

J =3/2 spin states respectively, are shown in fig. V-6. The diagrams of fig. V-6

contain as a subset the SU(3) octet and decuple'; of non-charmed baryon states.

The introduction of a charmed quark leads to twelve (nonet + triplet) new baryons in

the JP=V*" and ten (sextet + triplet + singlet) in the Jp=3/2+ states all having a

charm quantum number C > 1.

In contrast to the experimental situation for charmed mesons the information about

even the simplest charmed baryons is very incomplete and poorly understood. An

important reason for this situation is the relatively low rates for baryon-antibaryon
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ccc = ©T

sdd = ïlo

dss = =

FIg. V-6 : Baryons In 20 and 20' representation of SU(4).

production in e+e~ annihilation. The Jp - fc+ A(.+ (cud) i s expected to have the

lowest mass. Since heavier charmed baryons with masses less than 2803 MeV (mD+m^

» (1865+938) MeV) all decay into the A<,+ i t i s the first candidate to be looked for

in the charmed baryon spectrum. For the same reason the measurement of the

Ag* production cross section i s almost equivalent with the charmed baryon total

production cross section» The Cabibbo favoured hadronic (c+s, Ac=As) decays of the

are:
• 0

A,. • RN(nit) (pKn, K ?»•• • )
A,."*" + Yn(nit) (Ait ,

which can be described as decays of the charmed quark with the others as spectators

(fig. V-7). d d

U U

wt

Fig . V-7 : Cabibbo favoured hadronic decay of the A c
+ .
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Slmüar as with the D-meson, these final states could also be due to the production

and decay of a strange particle» The identification as a charmed particle has to come

from additional properties of the final state like (i) the narrowness of the observed

states, (Ü) the association with a prompt electron from the leptonic decay of the

associated produced charmed particle or (ill) the observation of the signal only in the

proper charge combination.

The only charmed baryons observed sofar are the Ac* (2282 MeV), the Sc
+ (2290

MeV) and the Ec1"* (2447 MeV). The evidence for these particles has come from

experiments studying e+e~, neutrino, photon and hadronic interactions. The

significance in each individual experiment however is rather poor and sometimes

ambiguous. The experimental status is summarized in the next section.

V.2 EXPERIMENTS OBSERVING CHARMED BARYONS

Charmed baryons have been observed in experiments studying e+e~, neutd.no, photon

and hadronic interactions. AU these experiments contribute in a different way to our

understanding of decay aad production properties of charmed baryons. The following

sections summarize the results reported sofar and discuss the production mechanism

through which the charmed baryons are produced.

V.2a Neutrino production

The first observation of a charmed baryon was made in a bubble chamber experiment

: by CaizoU et al [5.20] in 1975 in the reaction:

- vp -V u~Aic+n+it+it~

' This reaction exhibits an apparent violation of the AS=AQ rule for senileptonic

f strangeness changing processes. With the introduction of the charmed quark however

. the reaction could be naturally explained as:

vp + nTSc"1"1" + H~AC
+TC+

U taViT

This reaction is described as a weak interaction process where a valence quark
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(Cabtbbo suppressed) transforms into a charmed quark which subsequently decays into

a attange quark (f ig. V-8a). Apart from this process there are also weak interaction

processes which involve the transformation of a strange sea quark (Cabbibo favoured)

Into a charmed quark» This is illustrated in fig. V-8b and 8c•

Co)

(bi)

(ba)

vA
sin6c c

W * \

cosec

W " \

cos6c c

Charm
production

/V .
COS0r

Ca
cos6c

/^—d.u-,e*
/W

C0S6r

^ Charm
decay

Fig. V-8 : Single charm production by neutrinos and subsequent charm decay,

a) Cabibbo suppressed and b) Cabibbo favoured [5 .15]*

After this discovery several other bubble chambers experiments have confirmed the

production of charmed baryons in v-interactlons. Table V.I summarizes these

experiments»

Although the last two (inclusive) v-experiments listed in table V.I find excellent

agreement as regards to the ratio (Ac+ + K8°p)/(AC
+ •»• An+) « 0.6±0.3 the absolute

production rates of the \ . + seem to be conflicting [ 5 . 1 5 ] . Obviously more data i s

needed in order to go beyond confirming charmed baryon production in v-interactlons.
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Table V.I

Charmed baryon observation In y-interactions

Channel \c mas8(MeV) AM* f E v e n t s Reference

Ac+

^c itV

it°PK~n+

2260 ± 10 166 + 7

2254 + 12

2285 ± 5

(2280 ± 3)

168 ± 3

166 ± 1

2290 + 3

2288 ± 5

2270 ± 15

5.20

5.21

5.22

5.23

5.24

5.26b

2257 + 10 168 + 3 S/B « 14/6 5.25

2257 ± 10

* AM =• m(Sc
++ - Ac

+) or AM - m(Sc
+ - Ac

S/B - 19/36 5.26a

V.2b Photopxoducdon

In photon (real or virtual) interactions the production of charmed particles can be

described with the photon-gluon fusion model [ 5.27 ] . The corresponding diagram is

shown in fig. V-9.

;gluon

Fig* V-9 : Photoproduction of charmed par t ic les .

In a photoproduction experiment the first observation of a charmed baryon (ÏÏ,,) was

made by Knapp et al. [5.28] in 1976 at Fermilab. A peak at a mass of 2260 ± 10

MeV was seen in the Tit~ic~Tt+ mass distribution (fig. V-lOa). Its narrowness and the
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absence of an enhancement in the Xit+u it" mass combination suggested its

interpretation as a charmed batyon. In this experiment however, the Ac
+ In the

JVrc*rc+tt~ mass combination is not observed. This is rather unexpected and naeds more

clarification than simple background arguments [5.28].

lUtt OftTftttWOM nu X ** »~ w'

&0O5 2.105 £206 2305 2405 2505
MASS (ON)

Fig. V-lOa:Invariant mass d is t r ibut ions

for R3it combinations,separated by the to ta l

charge a) Ku+re-n- and b) 2tirbi+ii- [5 .28] .
Fig. V-lOb: pKs° and pKs°

mass dis tr ibut ion [5-29].

More recently (1981) Russell et al . [5.29] reported the observation of charmed

baryons ( A Q , ^ ) in data obtained in the broad band photon beam at Fermilab. They

observe narrow enhancements (fig. V-lOb) at 2284 ± 5 MeV in the pKs° and

pK3° mass combination. However, In contrast with the first experiment they do not

find any significant signal in the A(rnt) channels.

Evidence for the associated charm production In photon interactions has come from

experiment VJA18 [5.30] at CERN. This experiment uses nuclear emulsions which are

exposed to the CERN SFS tagged-photon beam and which are placed upstream of the

Omega spectrometer. One event was found of the type:

yN • Ac
+ TJ°

Lu K+U+1t~Tt~
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V.2c production

The e+e~ annihilation data have provided a lot of Information about charmed mesons.

However, due to the low baryon-anttbaryon rate the e^e" annihilation processes play a

less prominent role in establishing charmed baryona. The dominant production

mechanism for charmed baryons in e+e~ annihilation [5 .31] i s assumed to be the

process in which the virtual photon first creates a pair (cc) of charmed quarks which

then acquire the necessary light quarks from the sea to f-rm the physical baryons

(fig. V - U ) ,

F ig . V - U : Diagram of charmed baryon production i n e+e~ annih i la t ion .

The first evidence for charmed baryon production in e e~ annihilation came from

measurements of the inclusive production of anti-protons and A's in e+e~ experiments

at SPEAR [ 5 . 3 2 ] . Since charmed baryons are expected to decay into nucleons and

hyperocs i t la expected that when passing their production threshold in

e+e~ annihilation an increase in the number of protons and A hyperons i s observed.

Indeed the results of this experiment show a rapid rise in the ratios

R(P4?)™o(l>+p)/auu a n d R(A+S)»o(A+I)/olilli for a cm energy betwsen A.4 and 5

GeV. Improved measurements by the MARK II group [5 .33] confirmed this step-like

behaviour with higher statistics. The MARK II results are shown in fig. V-12. The

assumption that the rise in the relative baryon rates at - 4 . 5 GeV corresponds with

the onset of charmed baryon pair production i s in nice agreement with the observed

mass of the A c
+ (2282 MeV) charmed baryon. The observed step sizes of

AR(p+p) - 0.31 + 0.06 and AR(A+K)- 0.10 ± 0.03 indicate that the A/p fraction

in charmed baryon decay i s (41 ± 15)% after explicitly removing protons from the A

decay.

In the same experiment direct evidence for charmed baryon production in

e+e~ annihilation comes from the observation of an enhancement (S/B = (39 ± 8 ) /20)
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Fig. V-12 : a) R(p + p) and b)

R(A + K) as a function of E c m •

Errors are statistical only [5*33].

Fig. V-13 : The combined pK~u+ and
pKTu" mass distribution

(a) for recoil masses greater than
2.2 GeV/c2 and (b) for recoil masses
less than 2.2 GeV/c2 .(c) The pK+n-
and pK~it~ (and charge conjugate
states) mass distribution for recoil
masses greater than 2.2 GeV/c2 .
(d) the beam-energy-constrained mass
distribution for events with pK~rc+ or
pK~n+ energy within 0.03 GeV of the
beam energy [5.33].

The observed signal i s found to be associated with an equal or larger recoil mass.

From the 10 + 4 events in the peak of fig. V-13d i t is concluded that (26 + 11)%

of the observed signal comes from the exclusive associated production of ^7^* At a

cm energy of 5.2 GeV t/ie inclusive cross section [a(Ac) +

times branching rado i s fcund to be:

= a(Ac +

a(Ac + B(AC+ pK~it+) (0.037 + 0.012) nb (5-1)
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By assuming that ( i) the observed step in R(p+p) Is entirely due to the onset of

charmed baxyon pair production, (ii) all charmed baryons cascade down to the

Ac state and (ill) that the probability for a charmed baryon to give a proton (as

opposed to a neutron) as a final product is Q.6+0.1, thty obtain the relation:

which leads together with equation (5 .1 ) to a branching ratio:

B(AC * pK-n;+) . (2 .2 ± 1.0)%

However in view of the assumptions made this value i s rather a lower limit for the

branching ratio than an absolute value.

The MARK H group also searched for resonances inside the pK~n+ final states from

Ag"*" decay and for other decay modes of the Ac+ [ 5 . 3 4 ] . They found evidence for

Ac* + K °p (+ pKn) and Ac+ + K~A (+ pKu) and for one other decay mode namely

Aj.+ * pKs° (12 .5 ± 4.5 events). They observed no signal in the A(nn)' channel. The

results are summarized in table V.2 [ 5 . 3 4 ] .

Obviously e e~ annihilation data could be very important in establishing higher mass

charmed baryons (Ec"*"*") and other decay modes of the A,, but higher statistics is

needed for this.

e+e~ data on

B(AC +

B(AC +

B(AC +

B(AC +

B(AC +

B(AC •

B(AC •

B ( A •»•

TABLE V..2

rates of Ac branching ratios/fractions

PK°)

Au+)

R*°(891)p)

PK-Tt+)

e+ + X)

=(2.2 ± 1.0)%

=•(1.1 ± 0.7)%

< 1.8% 90% C.L.

< 3.1% 90% C.L.

-0.12 + 0.07
W » l t Ja \J*\Jt

=0.17 + 0.07

= (4.5 + 1.7)%
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V.2d Hadroproductlon

The production of charmed particles In hadronic Interactions Is of considerable Interest

for the understanding of elementary particle physics* In particular the measurements

of the hadronic inclusive cross section and its energy dependence check the validity of

perturbative QCD calculations of heavy flavour production and the predictions

concerning the intrinsic charm content In 'normal' hadrons.

The next two sections summarize the experimental status of charm production in

hadronic interactions: the experiments performed at SPS/Fermilab energies (around

/s -25 GeV) and at ISR energies (around /a-60 GeV) in V.2d.l and V.2d-2

respectively.

V-2d.l Experiments at SPS/Fermllab energies

Experiments searching for hadronic charm production at SVS/Fermilab energies (/s=25

GeV) can be divided into three general classes. The latest experimental results are ;

listed in table V.3 at the end of this section.

a) Experiments which establish the level of charm production indirectly by looking for

the presence of prompt leptons, which are assumed to originate from the semi-

leptonic decay of D mesons. Most experiments deduce charm cross sections (ODD) °^

about 25 ub. The calculations of the cross section however are highly model

dependent, i . e . on the assumptions about the Feynman xp dependence of the ,'

production cross section. Obviously they also depend on the branching ratios used and ]

on the «•.tsumptlons how the cross section depends on the atomic mass A of the target ;

nuclei (generally assumed to be linear with A). ]

Moreover the non-unity of the observed v/v and ve/vp, ratios indicates that possibly :

the interpretation in terms of DD-production i s oversimplified and that more and other

processes might be involved [ 5 . 3 6 ] . '!

Besides an interpretation of the prompt muon signal in terms of DC production j

(°"DD " (16±4)|ib) only the CCFRS group [5.38] interpret in addition their data in j

terms of A<.D production. By comparing forward produced \i+ (from Ac) an<i \

H (from D) and using a diffractive model with an A i / J dependence they quote an {
diffractive ACD cross section of (3 ± 1) ub/nucleon at 350 GeV pN interactions. ;

b) Experiments looking for secondary vertices, using the relatively long lifetimes -

i
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(«• 10~ i Js) of charmed particles. Detectors are used which are able to observe decay

lengths in the range of 10-1000 \im and thus make the direct observation of charmed

particles possible. The cross section results of these (Inclusive) experiments are given

in table V.3 . Since these results are obtained by folding the detector resolution with

the lifetimes of the charmed particles the cross section calculations are not only

dependent on the production model but also on the exact value of the lifetime of the

charmed particles, which are subject to considerable controversies.

c) Experiments which look for enhancements (bump hunting), due to charmed

particles, in the appropiate mass combinations. Because of the low value of the charm

cross section times branching ratio, compared with the total inelastic cross section

these experiments suffer severely from combinatorial background. Therefore methods

are needed to enhance the charm signal. These experiments either use the special

kinematical properties of some charm production channels such as the low Q-value in

the decay of D + D°u [5.44] and/or use the prompt leptons of the semi-leptonic

decay of one of the charmed particles to tag charm production.

The ACCMOR pBe experiment, described extensively in this thesis, and the ACCMOR

ft~Be (CH.I) charm search experiments are examples of these 'bump hunt'

experiments. In the u~Be experiment [1*7] a prompt electron is used to tag charm

events, while the Kit decay mode of the associated produced charmed meson is used to

directly observe a charm signal in the corresponding mass combinations, i . e . :

it"Be > D°D° +• X (+ charge conjugate)

I f e" + X'

In order to enhance the signal/background ratio an additional rc-meson is required to

give a Knit mass at the D*:

Tt"Be + D*+D° + X (+ charge conjugate)
ILL e~ + X'

Etg V.14 shows the scatterplot of the Kit mass combinations versus the mass

difference Am=m(Knit)-m(Kn) for both the 'like* (same charge of e and K) and

'unlike' (opposite charge of e and K) signed events, k fit [1 .7] yields
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mDe = (1863±3) MeV and A(mD*-mDo)= (145+0.4) MeV in good agreement vdth the

values measured by MARK I in e+e~ interactions [5.14]. As expected for associated

charm production (CH I) no signal is observed in the unlike mass combinations*

Summary of

experiment type

beam dump (v)

beam dump (v)

beam dump (v)

beam dump (u.)

life time

life time

life time

life time

busjp hunt

hadronic charm

Table V..3

cross sections from recent experiments

at SFS/Fermilab

group/exp

CHARM

BEBC

CDHS

CCFRS

Streamer ch.

LEBC

Emulsion

Emulsion

Cyclops

bump hunt, e-tag ACCMOR

bump hunt

bump hunt

bump hunt

FPS

CCS

BIS-2

Plab«3eV)

400 pN

400 pN

400 pN

350 pN

350 pN

340 itN

400 pN

400 pN

225 nN

180 nN

200 itN

217 up

58 nN

energies

cross section(ub)

a(DD)

a(DD)

a(DD)

a(DD)

a(AcD)

a(DD)

a(DD)

a(DD)

o(Ac
+)

a(DD)

a(DD)

<J(D*)

oXD*)

a(Ac
+)

18+6

23+13

«30

16+4

3+1

20-50

«40

30+20

106±39

40-50

34±8

4.2±1.4

6-10

44+16

xet

5.35

5.36

5.37

5.38

5.38

5.39

5.40

5.41

5.42

5.43

1.7

5.44

5.45

5.46

V.2d.2 Experiments at ISR Energies

The experiments performed at ISR energies (/s «60 GeV) provided surprising, though

i'ather conflicting, information about charm production. Although an earlier ISR

experiment [5.47] found a DD cross section of (22+5) ub close to values found at

SFS/Fermilab energies subsequent ISR experiments quote much larger cross sections in

the order of « 1000 |ib. Table V.4 summarizes the various ISR experiments.
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Table V.4

Summary of hadronic charm cross section from ISR experiments

experiment type /s(GeV) group channel cross section (mb) ref

en correlation

bump hunt,e~tag

53,63 CZF

63 LSM

bump hunt,e-tag,SFM 62 GBF D° +K~n+

bump hunt,e~tag,SFM 62 CBF Ac
++pK~u+

bump hunt ,e - tag 52.5 CCHK D+ +K.*°it+

bump hunt ,e - tag 52.5/61.5 ACCDHW A^+A+V"

Ac
+>K*°p

bump hunt 5 3 / 6 2 LAS Ac
++Ait+it+Ti"

* range covered by various modals

a(DD) 0.022 5.47
1.2-2.3 5.48
0.45-0.89

o(DD) 0.3- >5. 5.49
0.2-4.2 5.49

.15-2.0 5.50

<J(AC
+) "(1-2) 5.51

«1.5-2.0 5.52

An interesting feature of the ISR experiments is that the data suggest a diffractive

nature [5.53] of the charm production mechanism. This observation would favour the:

intrinsic and charm excitation models (CH V.2d3).

In reference [5.54] also some branching ratios of the Ag are measured. The

branching ratio for the A,,"*" + Kp and A^K" with respect to the pKit channel are

found to be:

•*• = 0 . 2 8 + 0 . 1 6

;+ = 0.4 ±0.17,

i . e . a factor two to three higher than the values found in the e e~ experiments at

SPEAR (table V>2). The reason for this difference i s yet unclear and more

experimental data i s needed to settle the question of the Ag* branching ratios.

V.2d.3 Theoretical models

In the framework of perturbatLve QCD charmed particles are produced as associated

charmed anti-charmed quark pairs through interactions between quarks and gluons of

the interacting hadrons [ 5 . 5 5 ] . The diagrams producing a cc pair tall into two

classes labelled single (fig. V-15a) and double (fig. V-15b) gliion contributions.
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For this model, usually called the "charm creation" model, the charm production

cross section, as calculated by F. Halzen [5.55] - assuming the charmed quark mass

mc to be 1.87 MeV - is shown in fig. V-16,

The single gluon diagrams are similar to the DreU-Yan diagrams for lepton pair

production with the virtual photon replaced by a gluon. They are supposed to dominate

the cross section near threshold* At higher energies the gluons themselves become

energetic enough to make heavy quark pairs and the double gluon process becomes the

most important contribution» ,

(a)
to•rZ

"b

(b)
to"4

K-X-X:
Fig. V-15 : Typical QCD diagrams
contributing to the associated
production of heavy quarks in
hadron collisions [5.55]. a) single
gluon and b)double gluon contributions.

/pp-c5X -

single! ,

10 10' io4

pjGeV)

Fig. V-16 : QCD predictions for
charm and bottom production
cross sections [5.55].

Unfortunately the data from the 1SR experiments (CH V.2d2) seem to be in conflict

with the results from these perturbaüve QCD calculations. In the first place the cross

sections measured in the ISR experiments are much larger (» 1 mb) than predicted,

secondly the xp~distributions of the produced charmed particles do v.ot indicate the

expected central production characteristics but on the contrary suggest a strong

diftractive component. Although the QCD calculations [5.56] depend strongly on the

choices of the coupling constant ocs > the mass mc of the c quark and the pattern

momentum distributions even the most optimistic choices do not bring the cross section

to the ISR level and/or explain the observed diffractive like production.

Because of these problems several alternative models have been proposed of which the

charm 'excitation1- and the intrinsic charm models are the most prominent ones.

In the intrinsic charm model, as proposed by Brodsky et a l . [5.57, 5.58], the basic
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idea is that the proton ground state is not just |uud> but that it can be represented

by an admixture of Fock states containing a nonnegliglble |uudcc> component.

The ground state wave function of the proton then looks Uke:

ao| uud> + ajl uuduü> + a 2I uudda"> + 831 uudss> + a/t uudcc> + . . .

These extra 'constituents1 are not the short time-scale quarks and gluone, generated

perturbatively as part of a hard interaction but, on the contrary, are partons

associated with a relatively long time-scale (intrinsic). These bound-state partons will

tend to have similar velocities and thus, for the |uudcc> component, the charmed

quarks will usually carry a large fraction of the momentum • As a consequence this

model would explain the diftractive like production of charmed particles. The presence

of intrinsic heavy quarks within the proton state, by virtue of gluon-exchange and

vacuum-polarisation graphs, is illustrated in fig. V-17 [5*58]. In this picture one

expects to see forward charmed baryons accompanied by forward anti-charmed mesons

rather than forward charmed masons and anti-charmed baryons.

Fig. V-17 : Diagrams which give r ise to the i n t r i n s i c heavy quarks (QTJ)

within the proton [5.58].

A bag model calculation, performed by Donoghue and Golowich [5*591, gives;

P(|uuduu>) : P ( | uudda">) : P(|uudss>) : P( |uudcc>) -0.20 :0.15 :0.09 :0 .01 .

This suggests a 1% level of the |uudcc> component in the proton , a value which

according to Brodaky et al . [5.58] would lead to a 300ub charm production cross

section at ISR energies and a 15-Jnb cross section at SFS/Fermllab energies. Though

the IK level is still too low to explain all of the ISR data i t is compatible with some

of these data (fig* V-20). Recent experimental results, however, are in contradiction

with such a large intrinsic charm component. In a FNAL experiment by the CCFRS
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coUaboraUon [5.38] the yield of forward prompt single muons is measured in 3W)

GeV/c pN interactions (SFS/FerwUab energies) • From these data an intrinsic

diftractive charm component of only 0.02% is estimated.

Also the EMC collaboration [5 .60] has estimated the intrinsic charm component

through studies of multlmuon events produced in 250 GeV |A+-iron interactions. They

estimate a 90% C.L. upper limit of 0-59% for the intrinsic charm content of the

nucleon. Clearly the measured values of both experiments i s incompatible with vhe ISR

data and the 1% level suggested by the calculations in reference [ 5 . 5 9 ] .

In the the charm excitation model [ 5 . 6 1 , 5 . 6 2 ] , the diagrams of fig. V-18 are

assumed to play a dominant role.

>L v*
(c) (c)

Fig. V-18 : QCD diagrams of hadronic charm production in the charm

excitation model [5.61].

E,

These excitation diagrams correspond to hard scattering interactions in which a quark

from one hadron knocks out a charmed quark from the sea of the other, giving rise

to a charmed particle with large x j in the final state. Although this model explains

the diftractive nature of charm production (fig. V-19) again the predicted total cross

section (»100|ib [5 .61]) i s too small to explain the ISR data*

100
charm excitation at 7s = 62 GeV ;

(A*cdota) '

/«pwtolor c y'\
' interacting c \

\
0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Fig. V-19 : Longitudinal momentum distribution for charm excitation in

pp •> cX at /s=»62 GeV based on the diagrams of fig. V-18 [5.61].
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V.2d.4

The charm cross sections resulting from the SFS/Fermilab and ISR experiments, as

Hated la table V.3 and V.4, are plotted as a function of / s in fig. V-20» Also

shown are predictions from the three different models (CH V.2d.3). Apparently, in

going from SPS/FermUab to ISR energies, none of the theoretical models predicts such

a steep increase lit charm cross section; the charm creation and excitation models are

too low at ISR energies and the intrinsic charm model i s too high at SPS/Fermilab

energies. The question i s whether the models are Inadequate or the data have to be

considered unreliable. In particular according to all models the ISR data (except for

the CZF en-experiment) seem to exhibit too large cross sections»

The idea that the ISR results are systematically too high is supported by the

measurements of prompt electron production at these energies» For example, Baaile et

al [5 .63] have estimated an e/rc ratio of 1.5*10"^ at •s=62.5 GeV. If one assumes

that all prompt electrons originate from charm decay this ratio would lead to an

upper limit for the total charm production of about 100 ub [5 .64]* Obviously the

ISR results are in conflict with this value.

The experiments at SFS/Fermilab energies all seem to agree that the level of hadronic

charm (DD) production i s 25 ut> within a factor of two. However, in the calculations

for the production cross section they use different values of n (1 < n < 4) for the

exponent of the Feynman xp distributions (1-Xp)n. Obviously at these energies the

question of central and/or diftractive DTJ production does not seem to be settled yet.

At these energies positive results for A<.+ charmed baryon production only comes from

two experiments (one emulsion [5.42] and one bump hunt experiment [ 5 . 4 6 ] ) .

However, they quote rather high cross sections which seem to be in conflict with the

other measurements (fig. V-20) .

In conclusion, i t seems that at this moment no theoretical model exists which

satlsfactorely explains the experimental data. This may be partly due to the large

number of processes involved, their complexity and the fact that the full content of

QCD is far from being understood. On the other hand also the experimental data are

still in poor shape and do not seem to be consistent. Therefore more experimental

data i s needed to supply more detailed input for the theoretical considerations.
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Fig. V-20 : Summary of inclusive hadronic charm cross section, as listed in
table V.3 and V.4. The ACCMOR Ac result is discussed in CH VI.
Also shown are predictions from:

charm creation model (mc=l«l GeV) [5.55b],
charm excitation model (mc=l-87 GeV) [5.62],
intrinsic charm model (1 % cc level) [5.58].
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CHAPTER VI CHARMED BARYON PRODUCTION AT 150 GeV

VI. 1 INTRODUCTION

In this chapter results are presented of our search for Ac
+ production in the

i
l processes:

pBe + D + Ac+ + X ,

+ pKa° (it+nf)

+ X'

using the apparatus described in CH. II. As discussed in CH. HI and IV the events

are tagged by observing the single electron from the semi-leptottLc decay of the

associated charmed particle (D). The Aj.+ signal itself is looked for as an

enhancement in the invariant mass spectra of the above hadronic decay channels.

Results of a study of these mass spectra and conclusions concerning the hadronic

production of the Ac
+ are presented in this chapter.

The layout of this chapter is as follows. In CH VI.2 we discuss the absolute mass

scale and mass resolution of the apparatus, using the signals of known particle

resonances, like $, Ai52Q> %•*- and the 2+i385* ^ ^H VL.3 we present the invariant

mass spectra for the different particle combinations.

In CH VI.4 we calculate an upper limit for the charmed baryon cross section. A

comparison of our results with those from other experiments is given in CH VI. 5.

Conclusions are given in CH VI. 6.

VI. 2 MEASUREMENT OF KNOWN RESONANCES

In order to calibrate the mass scale and mass resolution, the mass and width of some

well known resonances have been determined using a data sample of 165k events

remaining after the second stage event selection (CH HI .2) . Due to the preceding

online trigger and offline processing steps this data sample contains about 13% single

electron events. It is therefore not a fully unbiased sample and can not be used to

determine precisely the inclusive cross sections of the observed resonances. However
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Fig. VI-1: K+K" invariant mass distribution.
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Fig. VI-2: pK~ invariant mass distribution.
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the statistics is large enough to check the mass resolution and the mass scale of the

apparatus.

In the channels involving charged hadrons we observe the 4» and the A], 5 20 l n c h e

K+K" (flg. VI-1) and the pK" (rig. VI-2) invariant mass distributions respectively.

**In the channels involving a neutral V-parttclfi we observe the K** and the E1385 in

the K-n* (fig. VI-3) and the An+ (8g. VI-4) invariant mass distributions

respectively.

The mass and the width of each resonance as well as the mass resolution have been

found by fitting the invariant mass spectrum to a Breit Wigner folded with the mass

resolution superimposed on a polynomial background. The results of these fits are

given in table VI. 1, Also results on the mass and width of Ks° and A particles (CH

IV.3b) are included in this table.

Within the errors the fitted values agree well with the nominal values as given by

reference [ 6 . 1 ] . These measurements demonstrate the fact that there are no

Table VI.1

Summary of measured resonances

Particle nr. of Fitted mass(MeV) Fitted wldth(MeV) Fitted & Expected
(decay mode) events (nominal mass)

Ks° (it+n~) 10097

K*4 (Kg"**)

497.9+0.1
(497.7+0.1)

1115 890.0+2.0
(891.8+0.4)

1308 1019.2+0.3
(1019.6+0.1)

4740 1115.2+0.1
(1115.6O+..O5)

289 1380.0+6.2
(1382.3+0.4)

456 1519.2+1.5
(1519.5+1.5)

*) Calculated assuming tïiat ene momenta of V° decay products are known from
ELFPRO fit procedure.

A (pn~)

Dminal width)

-

55.0±4.6
(50.3+0.8)

4.5+1.6
(4.1±0.2)

-

39+6.8
(35+2.0)

15.4+1.4
(15.5+1.5)

resolution (MeV)

6

12

2

3

5

4

.2+1.4

.0+1.0

.0+0.4

.1+0.8

.9±1.8

.9+2.0

6.5*

9.0*

2.5

2.8*

5.2*

3.1
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Fig. VI-4: Au+ invariant mass distribution.
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systemaüc errors in the absolute mass scale • For the channels involving charged

had cons the observed mass resolution agrees with what is expected from the drift

chamber resolution and from multiple scattering in the apparatus (see also CH

IV. 2b).

Since the V°-reconstruction procedure does not include an error calculation on the

fitted track parameters no exact values can be given for the expected mass resolution

for those channels involving V-particles. However, it is assumed that the mass

resolutions of the V° particles are the same as those for arbitrary T&%~ and

pit" pairs with masses around the Ks° and A, respectively. Also these approximate

values agree well with the measured resolution.

The good agreement between observed and estimated mass resolution indicates that a

reliable estimate can be made of the mass resolution of the charmed baryon Ac+. For

the pK~it , pKs
g and Ait+ decay channels the expected resolution around the Ac+ mass

(2282 MeV) is found to be 7.7, 15.5 and 11.5 MeV, rea^ctively. The resolution

for the pK~it+ channel i s about a factor two better than for the other two channels

because both p and K~ are required to pass the MNP and BBC magnets and therefore

have a smaller uncertainty in momentum.

AD. these measurements clearly demonstrate that the apparatus is very well able to

measure 'normal* resonance? with a good resolution. Also the expected mass

resolution at higher masses shows that the spectrometer is very well suited for the

observation of the Ac"*".

Since in addition to these measurements the total inclusive cross sections of the Ks°

and A0 (CH IV.3b.2) are found to be in good agreement with the expected values we

consider our spectrometer to be well understood*

VI .3 STUDY OF CHARMED BARYON DECAY CHANNELS

In this section the invariant mass spectra are discussed of those mass combinations

where a Ac
+ signal might be expected i . e . :

A<. pK"it+

An+

The mass spectra are obtained from the data sample which remains after the third
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stage event selection (CH IV.A) where the most stringent electron criteria are
6

applied* With a .total number of 1.5*10 recorded triggers (table III.8) and an

offline acceptance of 1.3% (fig« IV-l) the resulting data sample consists of 19.5k

events. These events are assigned to two partially overlapping subsamples. One

(13048 events) is obtained by requiring the presence of a single electron together

with at least two particles assigned as a K~ and/or p/p. The other subsample (8006

events) is obtained by requiring the presence of a single electron with at least one

V°-candidate.

Though the Ac"*" is only expected in the e"-data, for comparison the e+-data Is

retained as well. For both data samples and for each sign of the trigger electron the

total numbers of identified particles are given in table VI. 2 <

Table VI.2

Identified particles in single electron data samples

'i

•1

e~
e+

P
P
K~
K+
K/p~
K/P+

n+arm3
it~arm3

K/p-selected
data sample

e~

6591
-
4335
464
978
1878
1932
4708
7975
7097

e+

6457
4188
428
1038
1879
2083
4523
7362
7410

V-selected
data

e~

3934
-
1253
94
139
403
423
1292
7073
5529

1110/540
506/160

sample

e+

_
4072
1265
84
144
365
449
1194
6823
6202

1105/623
548/174

K8° (S/B) 266/120 246/112
A (S/B) 224/60 260/60

For these data samples the invariant mass spectra of the nK~it+ and Ks°p(rc+n~), and

An+(n+iO particle combinations are discussed in CU VI.3a and CH VI. 3b,

respectively.

VI.3a pK"«+ channel

The invariant pK~Tt+ mass spectra, obtained with either a negatively or positively

charged trigger electron, are shown in fig. VI-5a and fig. VI-5b respectively.
t

Because of the associated production of a charmed and anti-charmed particle the '';

• |

I
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Ac
+ should be found in those channels which are tagged by the e~ from the semi-

leptonic decay of the anti-charmed particle (eg D meson; c + se~v e , see also fig.

V-8) but should not be found in the sample tagged by an e + (CH. I ) , In both

samples, however, no enhancement i s found around the A<j+ mass (2282 MeV)»

It has been checked that no Ac
+ signal i s observed after applying cuts which use

specific decay or production properties of the A<.+.

i ) The pK~H+ decay has been seen to proceed through an intermediate K °p and

^ ^ K " state (CH. V) . However, requiring K~ir+, p n + o r pK~ combinations in the

mass range of the K*'3 (899) , A+* (1232) and for completeness the Al52Q does not

lead to an enhancement around the Ac
+ mass. Also the sensitivity does not improve.

U) An extreme assumption could be that the Ac
+ i s predominantly produced as decay

product of the Sc
+*' (Sc** -*• Ac+it+). In a similar way as the D signal i s enhanced by

requiring the Drc mass combination a t the D (CH V.2d) the Ac+ signal might be

enhanced by requiring a Ac
+n+ combination consistent with the Ec"*"1" mass (2247

MeV). Again this requirement does not lead to the observation of a signal which might

be attributed to the A c
+ .

From the absence of a Ac
+ signal in the pKn mass spectrum of events, tagged with

the e~, we derive in CH VI.4 an upper limit for the A ^ cross section.

VI.3b Kg*p(«*iQ and A«+(«+x") channels

The charmed baryon decay channels, which involve a Ks° or a A and charged hadrons,

observed sofar are (CH. V):

Ac+ + KS°P

— • Ks°pil+it~

— • An+

— • Ait+it+it'

In fig. VI-6 and fig. VI-7 we show the invariant mass distribution for these mass

combinations. Again we would expect a A,,"*" signal in the channels tagged by an e~.

However, in none of the mass spectra an enhancement is observed. From the absence

of a signal we derive upper limits for the A-"*" cross section in CH VI.4.
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Fig. VI-7b: An+n+it" invariant mass d i s t r ibu t ions tagged with e~ or e + .
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VI.4 CALCULATION OF THE CROSS SECTION FOR A<.+ PRODUCTION

Due to the limited acceptance of the spectrometer, the online/offline event cuts and

various inefficiencies, part of the events will be lost for observation. The

inefficiencies such as track reconstruction efficiency, electron identification

efficiency etc • , can be estimated from the data and are assumed to be independent of

the kinematics of the charmed particle.

Most losses however, like losses due to the geometrical acceptance o£ the

spectrometer and losses due to the cuts which are imposed at the online and offline

level, depend strongly on the kinematlcal variables of the event. Corrections for these

losses have been calculated by a Monte Carlo method. With this method a sufficient

number of random (but physically possible) events is generated and the particles are

traced through the apparatus in order to check whether they would be observable (CH

IV.4b).

At present little is known about hc
+ production in pN-interactlons. In view of this we

have to make a number of assumptions in order to calculate the acceptance of our

apparatus and accordingly the total A,,+ production cross section. These are discussed

in the next section.

VL.4a Assumptions on A^ production and decay process

a) We assume that ACD is more copiously produced than Aj,!,,, because the latter

production process is more complicated involving additional baryons for conservation of
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baryon number. Moreover, the leptonic branching ratio of A,, + e++ X has been

measured recently to be «4.5% (table V.2), i . e . a factor two smaller than the

average semi-leptonic branching ratio for D* and DQ (table VI.3). Therefore we

neglect the smaller, though unknown, contribution from A^,, production compared to

ACD production.

b) We make the assumption that only D and D* are produced in association with the

A^ and that they are produced in equal amounts with equal population of charges.

Under these assumptions and using the 0 and D branching ratios listed in table VI. 3 ,

the probability that the Ac"1' is produced together with an e~ is calculated to be

(9.0 ± 3.2)%.

Table VI.3

BR(D*~ •> D ° O
BR(D*~ -> D~it°)

(D*°

D and D branching ratios

(68 ± 8)% [6.4] BR(D~ + e~) = (16.8 + 6.4)% [6.3]
(D D i t ) • (30 + 8)% [6.4] BR(D° + e~) = (5 .5 + 3.7)% [6.3]

BR(D*° + D°H° /Y) = 100% [6.2]

c) For the acceptance calculations concerning the electron from D decay we have

taken the semi-leptonic three body decay:

D + e" K+ v e ,

and have assumed that the electron distribution from other sources (e .g . D+ e~K ve)

is the same.

d) For the branching ratios of the Ac+ into pR~ic+ and pKs" we have taken the

results from the e+e~ data (table V.2) . For BR(Ac+ + Au+) we have taken the value

of (0.6 t 0.5)% [ 6 . 1 ] .

e) In order to compare our results with other experiments we have used three

different models for the associated A ^ production process. These different models

also give us some estimate of the systematic error due to the model assumptions. We

have used:

(i) uncorrelated hfJ> production,

(ii) correlated A ^ production,

(iii) intrinsic charm model.
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1) In the absence of any specific model we considered the uncorrelated production
t 2 2
;i the most straightforward approach. For the differential cross sections da /dxdpi of
; the Ac

+ and B we have used as input the experimental results for the A and

b KS
Q Inclusive production. The quark contents of these particles corresponds with that

• of the A c
+ and D, with the charmed quark replaced by a strange quark. These

: differential cross sections were confirmed by the V* results (CH IV.3b). Hence we

took!

.and

il) In the second model we assumed that the A^+ and D were correlated via the v

production of a heavy resonance McTj (Mc l ) > 4145 MeV, Mc + MD = 2282 + 1863) "i

and a recoil system MR (HR > 1077 MeV, M + M^ =• 938 + 139). The masses of

ACD and recoil systeis are determined using the phenomenological dependence [ 6 . 5 ] :

do 1

7Ü? Mx2 ' •
2

The transverse momentum distribution i s assumed to have an e™
 p^ dependence, as ,:

expected for heavy resonances [ 6 . 6 ] . '

Ü1) IK the third model we also assumed a correlated A,J> production. In this case, '

however, the xp distributions for the Ac and D are generated according to the >
ï

intrinsic charm model of Brodsky at al , [5 .57 , 5 . 5 8 ] . These distributions peak at a •
value of xp " 0.5 (due to the fact that the heavy c quark carries most of the j

proton's momentum). For the transverse momentum distributions we assumed for both s
2 1

the Ac and D an e - l « 5 p l dependence [ 6 . 6 ] . j

j
i

The xp distributions for AQ and D in the three different models are shown in fig. i

VI-8. As can be seen the first model has rather soft (central) xp distributions,

while the last two models result in harder Xp distributions due to the more diffractive

nature of these processes.

f) Finally In our calculations we assumed a linear A dependence (A being the

atomic mass of the target nucleus) for the inclusive AcB production cross section. In
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CH VI.Ad we discuss the consequences of this assumption.

VI.4b Monte Carlo teats

In the Monte QsÉo procedure the AgD events are generated according to the

distributions described in the previous section and their decay products are traced

through the apparatus. In order to check whether the events would be observable in

our apparatus they have to pass the following tests.

i ) electron test

In order to be accepted the electron (from B decay) should pass the area covered by

one of the calorimeter parts with a momentum in the range of 2.8-12 GeV and with

a transverse momentum greater than 0.3 GeV.

ii) window teat

With this test the x- and y- position of the particle trajectories are compared '4th

the geometrical boundaries of the apparatus. For example, for the charged hadrons

this test is applied at the entrance and exit positions of the spectrometer magnet(s)

and/or at the mirror positions of the arm 3 Cerenkov counters when they have to be

identified ( i .e . K or p ) .

ill) efficiency test

In this test the loss of events due to the passage of one or more charged trajectories

through the D2 counter (put in anti-coincidence at the fast trigger level) is

simulated.

iv) particle Identification test

With this test the offline particle identification procedure is simulated. Charged

! particles, with momenta above threshold are assumed to produce light of which the

• distribution over the mirrors is merged with the light distribution observed for a real

j event. In this way the confusion from particles passing nearby is simulated. With the

I resulting light distributions a check is made whether the proton and kaon can be

: uniquely identified or have to be assigned as ambiguous K/p or ambiguous it/K/p. The

; event will be lost if one of them is assigned as ambiguous it/K/p.

• The efficiency for identifying a proton as found by this method (87%) appeared in

< good agreement with the experimentally found efficiency (table IV.6). Also for the

•V¥

•'A
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kaon an overaU. efficiency of 87% is found from this procedure.

v) decay teat

In this test a random decay length Is generated In agreement with the momentum and

proper lifetime of the charged K-meson. If the decay length is less than the actual

track length up to the Cererikov counters the event will be lost since in that case no

identification is possible.

vl) V*-teat

This teat simulates the experimentally found efficiency for reconstructing V0|8 (CH

IV.3b2). This efficiency is strongly dependent on the Feynman variable xp and is

determined by the experimental efficiency distribution of fig. IV- l ib .

V1.4c Acceptances for A ^ events

The final acceptances - as found with the Monte Carlo simulation procedure - are

listed in table VI. 4 . We distinguish between the acceptance for the electron from 0

decay and the acceptance for the hadronic system from decay.

Since the pK~it+ channel is the most promising hadronic decay channel of the Ag* to

be studied, we used all three different production models to generate events in this

channel. For the pKs° and An+ channels - which are sofar better established than the

pKs°n+it~ and Ait+it+ii~ channels - we only applied the first (uncorrelated) model In

order to check (CH VI.4d) whether our calculations of the t^+ production cross

section are compatible for all three decay channels.

TABLE V I . 4

Acceptances (%) for ACD production

hadronic system

model

i) Uncorrelated (like A, Ks°) 21.5

ii) Correlated (via

iii) Intrinsic charm

Total

electron

21.

11,

13,

.5

.8

.5

(PK~

13

29

34

.3

. 0

.8

(PKS°)

13.7

(Ait+)

7.7

(epKn)

2,

3.

4

.9

.4

.7
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Using other powers of (1 - xp)n (n in the range o£ 6 < nc < L0» °«5 < ^Ac < 2 #)

and other exponentional slope values e~bPl (b in the range 2 < bn < 6 t

1 < bAc * 5) i n t h e differential cross sections of the first (uncorrelated) model we

estimate for this model the systematic error in the calculated acceptance for the

electron and the Ac
+ hadronic decay products to be of the order of 20% •

By using other exponenüonal slope values in the second and third model (b in the

range 0.4 < b < 3) we estimate the systematic error in these models to be of the

order of 10%.

From table VI. 4 i t is seen that for the last two models the electron acceptance is a

factor " 2 lower while the hadron acceptance is a factor « 2-3 higher. This is to be

expected because of the rather hard xp distribuüons (fig. VI-8) for Ac and D in

these models. The electron and hadrons (p, K and it) therefore have in the average

higher momenta than in the first model resulting in a lower electron acceptance -

since the electron will more probably miss the electron Cerenkov counter and

calorimeter - and a larger hadron acceptance since the hadrons more likely tend to

pass the 8BC magnet and the arm 3 Cerenkov counters where they can be identified

(CH IV.3a).

VI.4d Charmed baryon cross section

From the absence of a signal in the three invariant mass spectra of fig. VI-5 to

VI-7 we may estimate an upper limit for the charmed baryon cross section. This can

be done independently for the three possible decay channels of the Ac+ (CH VI. 1) .

With *e assumed linear A dependence the pb equivalent (cross section/nucleon per

observed event) of the total data sample is given by:

aeq = 1/(N_ * Nt) • 20.7 pb/nudeon per observed event

where N_ • total number of incoming protons in sensitive fraction of time

= UB * CEDAR2 * sensitive time (CH. HI.2c)
10 10

= 3.6*10 * 0.63 * 0.605 = 1.37 * 10
and Nt = total number of target nucleons/cm (four Be targets)

= 4 * 0.886 * 102" = 3.5 * lO^/cm2

The experimental sensitivity for observing a A<.D pair is defined as öe_/W, whê . A is
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an correction factor which includes al l the known loss factors. Logically these loss

factors can be separated into the following categories!

A) beam par t i c le ( i . e . proton) losses
B) event losses ——« 1) kinematically independent

—— 2) acceptance (klnematicalily dependent)
C) losses due to branching r a t i o s

Table VI.5

Terms of correction factor W (%)

Category Efficiency factors Hadronic decay channels

pK~n;+ pK°+pn+it~ A + + T

A) UB not missing the target 93.5± 2.0
Transmission of beam through target 94.7+ 0.5

Bl) Terms independent of the kinematics

No e a r l y / l a t e interact ion
within 400 nsec 90.6± 0.5
No secondary interact ions 97.0+ 0.2
Beam track reconstruction efficiency 95.1+ 0.2
Charged par t i c le reconstruction
efficiency (0.95)3 85.7± 1.1
Electron detection efficiency:

first stage trigger 42.9+ 3.1
second stage trigger 70.0+ 1.5
offline selection 43.1+ 1.6
track reconstr. eff. 95.0+ 0.7

12.3+ 1.0 12.3+ 1.0

subtotal 7.8+ 0.7

B2) Terms dependent on the kinematics

Electron acceptance 21.5+ 4.3
Acceptance hadronic decay channel 13.3+ 2.6 13.7+ 2.7 7.7 + 1.5

C) Probability of associated

e~ production (D +D, D+e") 9.0+ 3.2

BR(AC + hadronic decay channel) 2,2+ 1.0 1.1± 0.7 0.6± 0.5

BR( K° + n+it" , A + pit' ) 34.3+ 0.1 64.2± 0.5

W* * 10 (total) 4.4+ 0.4 0.8± 0.1 0.45± 0.04

*) Errors resulting from the uncertainties in the branching ratios and
acceptances are not included in this term.
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The kinematically independent terms account for the losses due to secondary

interactions, inefficiencies etc • • The losses due to the limited acceptance of the

spectrometer, however, depend on the assumptions about the kinematics of charm

production (CH VI.4a). Since we use three different models for t^ production we

separate this term from the other event losses.

In order to check whether our calculations are compatible for the three possible decay

channels of the Ac
+ we first calculate a 90% C.L. upper limit for the AQ cross

section independently for these channels by using the uncorrelated production model.

Table VI. 5 lists all the terms of VI, where a subdivision is made for the three decay

decay channels of the Ac
+.

From the observed background level in the different invariant mass distributions (fig.

VI-5 to üg. VI-7) at the Ac"*" mass we estimate the 90% C.L. upper limits listed in

table VI.6.

Table VI.6

Terms used i n ca l cu l a t i on of 90% C.L. upper l i m i t for Ac
+ cross s ec t ion

decay c o r r e c t i o n
channel f a c t o r W

(* 10~6)

pK~u+ 4 .4 ± 0.4
pK° 0.8 + 0.1
An+ 0.45+ 0.04

*) Number of observed events i n bin of 2.5 * (expected r e s o l u t i o n ) .

From this table i t is seen that in our experiment the pK~it channel i s the most

favourable one for the determination of the upper limit for A,,D production. I t should

be emphasized that the systematic errors resulting from the uncertainties in the

branching ratios and acceptances (table VI.5) are not included in the errors of table

VI. 6. The inclusion of the uncertainties of the branching ratios alone would already

result in large errors ranging from »60% for the pK~it+ channel to «90% for the

Ait channel* Hence a more accurate knowledge of these ratios may considerably shift

the upper limit for the Aj-D production cross section. In that case, however, shifts of

the same order of magnitude would also be applicable to the results of other

experiments (CH V.2d) which measure the inclusive charmed baryon cross section

(fig. V-20).

exp. sensitivity
ub/nucleon
(1 event)

4.7 ± 0.4
26.6 ± 2.2

46.2 + 3.9

expected
resolution

(MeV)

7.7
15.5

11.5

*
nobs

57.4
7.7

8.9

90% C.L
limit

57
117

221

. upper
(Hb)

+ 5
± 5

+ 19
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In order to determine the dependence of the upper Emit on the production model we

calculated this limit - using the pK~TC+ decay channel. - for the three models

mentioned in CH VI. 4a. The results are listed in table VI. 7 .

Table VI.7

90% C L . upper l imit for ACD production cross sect ion

Acceptance (%) 90% C.L crincl (ub)
model (epKn) AY dependence

Y=2/3 Y * 0 . 8 Y=1

i ) uncorrelated 2.9 118 ±10 8 8 + 7 5 7 + 5

i i ) correlated 3.4 9 9 + 8 7 4 + 6 4 8 + 4

i i i ) i n t r i n s i c charm 4.7 7 2 + 6 5 4 + 5 3 5 + 3

Since the choice of a linear A dependence for the hfj> production cross section may

be debatable and may be different for the three models we also derive the upper

limits for an A*'^ and A^** dependence of the cross section. We will quote as our

final result the limit of (57±.5) ub for the cross section obtained using the

uncorrelated model and an A1 dependence, as expected for a central production

process. It should also be realized that the A ' dependence - normally used for

diffracdve models like models (ii) and (iii) - may not be correct when extrapolating

from Be to single protons. Generally the A dependence is steeper in this atomic mass

range.

From table VI. 7 i t is seen that since the correlated and intrinsic charm models have

better acceptances the upper limit for these models decreases correspondingly.

VI. 5 COMPARISON WITH OTHER EXPERIMENTS

As discussed in CH V.2d there exists very little data about charmed baryon ,f

hadroproductlon. At SPS/Fennilab energies (/s « 25 GeV) there are only three ;

experiments reporting results on A(.+ production of which only two find positive •{

evidence. At 1SR energies (/s « 60 GeV) there are more experiments observing j

Af. production. However, the quoted cross sections seem to be too large and

moreover, are not always consistent. Since i t is likely that there is a strong energy

dependence of the A,,"*" production cross section between /s=20 to /s=60 GeV one
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should not expect our cross section to be comparable with those from the ISR

experiments» Therefore we confine ourselves in this section to a quantitative

comparison with the experiments in the SPS/Fermilab energy region:

a) beam dump experiment in 350 GeV pN interactions (CCFRS) [5.38],

b) Hfe time experiment in 400 GeV pN Interactions (BCDJ) [5.42],

c) bump hunt experiment in 58 GeV nC interactions (BIS-2) [5,46].

a) When Interpreted in terms of the Brodsky et al . model (CH V.2d.3) the

CCFRS collaboration [5.38] finds - using their prompt muon signal - a AgD

production cross section of (3 i I) nb. Since in the intrinsic charm model a 1% cc

component in the nucleon [5.58] corresponds with a cross section of 150 |ab at

SPS/Fermilab energies, the cross section of 3 lib would correspond to an intrinsic cc .'{

component of only 0.02% (3/150 * 1%). This value is far too small to explain the ]

ISR data for which a charm component of «1% is needed in this model (CH V.2d.3). ;,|

In addition the CCFRS collaboration assumes an A ' dependence for the ^ '

production cross section. Hence, if we compare their results with ours we have to

use our upper limit of (74+6) ub (table VI.7), as derived using the Brodsky model

(111) and an A 2 ' 3 dependence. Accordingly this upper limit corresponds to a 90% C.L

upper limit of 0.5% cc component in the nucleon. This value is well above the 0.02%

derived by the CCFRS collaboration but is lower than the 1% required to explain the

large cross sections found at the ISR.

b) The BCDJ Collaboration [5.42] finds in proton-emulsion interactions (life time

experiment) at 400 GeV 8 charm events in 2500 primary interactions from which they

derive a A,, production cross section of (106 ±39) \ib/nucleon. In their calculation

they assume a xF-dlstrlbutlon of the Ac
+ similar to that of the A at 400 GeV, a

linear A-dependence, a branching ratio of h^ •*• 3-prong of 0.6 and a lifetime of

10-1 3 8.

Since the Ac
+ cross section will have some energy dependence in the range of

150-400 GeV (see also fig. V-20) our result (upper limit of 57 \ïb) is not in

conflict with this quoted cross section.

However, the value of (106+39) nb/nucleon is a factor of »30 higher than the cross

section calculated by the CCFRS collaboration at the same energy. It is difficult to

explain this larg.e factor in terms of the different production models used. It' one

also assumes a linear A dependence for the AgD cross section to scale the CCFRS

cross section the difference between both results becomes even larger by a factor of
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3 . 8 . In that case the BCDJ cross section of 106 p,b should be compared with a cross '4
•i

section of 0.8 nb by the CCFRS experiment. -

Our results ate in agreement with both the CCFRS and BCDJ results and therefore '•}

.' cannot solve this conflicting situation.
[; '•:
I, c ) From a recent 'bump hunt' experiment performed at SERPUKHOV, the BIS-2 |

collaboration [5 .46] reports the observation of a Ac+ signal in neutron-carbon ]

interactions at 58 GeV in the pR°ii*V and An+it+it" decay channels. They do not

report on the observation of t^~ production in the pR° and An channels. Using a) a

diffracttve model and b) a model in which the xp distribution for the A ^ i s like that

of the A, where do7dpj_ = e '^ ' lP i , the authors derive partial cross sections

a.B(Ac
++pR°it"*"n") - (33,5+5.2) nb/C-nuclsus and a.B(Ac

++ATt+n+ii") =• (4.5+1.1)

Ub/C-nucleus with a systematic error of 50% > The two results yield the ratio

B(Ac
++pRou+n~)/B(Ac

++Att+n+iT) = 7 .4+2 .2 . Assuming that B(Ac++Ait+u+Tt") = (1-2)%,

which is not contradicting the value in table V.2, they derive cross sections per

nudeon for an A i / J and A dependence of (100+36) ub/nucleon and (44+16) j

Hb/nudeon, respectively. j

However, if we calculate the total AQ+ production cross section using the ï

pR"nTu channel and take the present (optimistic) upper limit for BR(Aa +pRoit % ) =

4% [5.29] the cross section becomes 160 ub and 70 b̂ for an A 2 ' 3 and an A

dependence, respectively.

In view of the low energy of 58 GeV the cross section derived from either of the two .

decay channels seems to be incompatible with our results. -

VI. 7 CONCLUSIONS

With our online and offline event selection we exploit the presence of an associated •

prompt electron in about 9% of the A-D events in order to improve the signal over |

f noise ratio for the A<, • In the online trigger we suppress the background from non- |

t single electron events with a factor 10~3 ( (1 .5*10 6 ) / ( 1.8*10 ) , table HI.8) and |
! in the offline selection with a factor 10"1 (fig. IV-1). With the estimated single j

electron efficiency of 0.13 (table VI.5) this finally results in an improvement of the |

ratio of single electron events over background with a factor of 10 • |

The capability of our experimental set-up to measure with a good mass resolution |

'normal' resonances is clearly demonstrated by the observed signals for the K s° , I
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K**, f, A, A.]_520 a n d S1385 ( C H VI.2) . The expected resolution around the

Ac
+ mass (2282 MeV) of 7.7 MeV also shows that our apparatus is very well suited

to measure the A c
+ .

In fact» the observation of the D" and D charmed mesons in the n"Be experiment of

the ACCMOR collaboration (CH. X, CH V.2d), underlines the ability of our apparatus

to detect charm.

We have searched for production of AeD, by triggering on the semi-leptonic decay of

the 0 meson and reconstructing the effective mass of h^ in the decay modes pK~n+, *

f.: v&s° {T-+TT) aiMi Ait+(n+it~). No signal i s found at the Ac+ mass. It has been checked ';

p that no signal i s observed after applying cuts which use specific decay properties •

itf. ( e . g . Ac++pK o+pK"Tt+) or possible production properties ( e . g . £c'H'+-Ac
+it+) of the J

- + ^

\ i From the absence of a signal i n the mass spectrum of the pK it decay channel of the |

* A,.4" we have derived a 90% C.L. upper l imi t of (57 + 5 ) ub f o r the cross sec t ion o f f

', the hadronic production of charmed baryons at 150 GeV incident proton energy. The \~

f absence of a A,j+ s ignal in the other investigated decay channels i s consistent with •'•-

this limit and the known and expected ratios for these channels (table VI.6).

We also applied other ACD production models which all result in lower upper limits for

the cross section (down to (35±3) ub, table VI.7). In terms of the intrinsic charm

model we derive a 90% C.L upper limit of 0.5% for the intrinsic cc component in the ;

nucleon (CH VI.5) . This value seems to rule out the intrinsic charm model as an :•

explanation for the large ISR charm cross sections. •:

The present experimental situation of the hadronic production of the A(.+ at <

SPS/Fermilab energies (/s»25 GeV) i s very confusing (fig. V-20) . Our measurements ï

do not solve this situation but at least seem to contradict the large cross section»

quoted by the BIS-2 collaboration. According to our results the A,.* production cross j

I section i s more likely to be at the level (or below) of the DD production cross i

£ section as suggested as well by the charm creation and excitation models (CH. V). J

ï I
[ A further improvement on our results i s to be expected from a continuation of our i

\ Ac+search [ 1 . 7 ] . Abo>tt two times more triggers have been collected sofar with \

• experimental conditions very similar to those discussed in this thesis. The analysis i s j
1 also done along similar lines. Preliminary results yield a 90% C.L. upper limit for j

the h,J> production of (24117) pb using the uncorrelated production model (CH j
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VX.Aa). The quoted upper Hmit is in good agreement with the value which would be

expected from the results o£ this thesis on the basis of the increased statistics.
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APPENDIX A V8-RECQNSTRUCTIQK

: In this section a description Is given of the reconstruction procedure for

j! the K3° and A.» which dec^y inside the magnetic volume of the MNP

• spectrometer magnet»

(•

I Fig XV-9 (CH.IV) shows schematically the notations used. In the xz-plane

f of the spectrometer charged partcXes with a velocity "vXvx.vy.vz) will

experience a Lorentz force;

Fx =• 0.3e(vyBz - vzBy) (A.I)

where the sign of the Lorentz force Is determined by the product (E) of the

charge of the particle and the direction of the magnetic field "BXBx.By.Bg)

Consequently, the change in the x-component of the particles momentum is

given by: . . A~
AP = ƒ Fxdt = ƒ 0.3e(vyBz - v2By)|£. (A.2)

In the NA11 spectrometer the main component of the magnetic field is in

the y-direction. If we neglect terms containing Bz we may write:

Sex
• PxCzex) - Px(zin) - -0.3e f Bydz or

fzex
Pxz(slnocx(zex) - sinax(zi)) = ~0.3e ƒ Byd2 = O.3ep(zi) (A.3)

zi
so that the angle of the particle at zi is given by:

''4

sinotx(ex) - 0.3ep(zi)
sinax(zi) •

Pxz
fzex i

where P(zi) =» ~J Bydz i s assumed to be a function of zj only, because of i'
Z l :•'

the good uniformity of the magnetic field across the x- and y-directions. I

The integrals (3(zi) are then calculated from the measured By values of the '',

MNP field [4.3]. The x-coordinate of the particle at zi is obtained in j

a similar way: \

x(zl) - x(zex) + J £ l dz
zex o z

- x(zex) + /Z(tgax(zex) + f a t B " x f Z ) ds)dz'
zex Zex o z '\

1 't

=• x(zex) + (zi - zex)tgax(zex) + fte'f a t g" x ( 2 )
d z ( A .5 ) j

zex z e x
 o z 1

\
\
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ötgotx(a) Ö3inax(z) 1 öPx(z)

and using:

x(zi) canbe written as:

ÖZ

fz' btga

öz

z

-0

Pxz

•3eP(z'

Pxz

öz

)

x(zi) = x(zex) + (zi - aex)tg«x(zex) - U - f l l f Ü (A.6)
P

where Y(zi) • J P(z')dz', i s also assumed to be a function of zi only.
zex

In th». yz-plane the position and angle of a track Inside the MNP magnet .;

can be calculated in a similar way. With the Lorentz force Fy: ,1;
v

Fy " 0.3evzBx - 0.3evxBz (A.7)

and with the first term small compared to the second one, the change in .-•
ft

the y-component of the particles momentum is given by: -,v

APy = ƒ Fydt s -O-3EJ V XB Z — %

zex
s -O,3ef tgax(z)B2dz (A.8) f

zi ^
From the Maxwell equations i t follows: '

5By _ bBz

dz oz

so that B Z =
 5BytZ) dy U

5z '•;?
,zex ?fz)5Bv(a\ i

and APy = -0.3eJ [tgax(z)J —il_ldy]dz (A.9) '•
zi o öz .Ï

öBy(z) ,"',
If again the field is assumed to be independent of x and y then .:

dz •';
is independent of y and APy becomes: j

1
,zex ÖBv(z) >

APy - -0.3eJ [tgctx(z) y y(z)]da (A.10) i
zi oz >

3
By taking to first order a straight line in the yz-plane: §I

y(z) - y(zex) + (z - zex)tgay(zex) |
and with the approximation of: "\

tgax(z) = sinax(z) = sinax(zex) - 0 . 3 e Ü ! l i
Pxz I
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APy can be evaluated to: (A.ll)

zi 0.3eB(z) öBv(z)

.3EJ [(sinax(zex) -_ Z14 iL.'(y(zex) + (z
Pxz öz

zex

APy
zi

•-0.36J
OBy

sinax(zex)-^ y(zex)dz +
zex oz

ÖBy

'-> Tl

oz

zex Pxz oz

>

— „ — > T3

>

Since in the yz-plane the change in the y-component of the momentum is

given bj:

APy • Pyz(sino(y(zex) - sinay(zi))

the angle i s given by:

- sinay(zex) Tl + T2 + T3 + T4

Pyz
(A.12)

The four terms Tl, T2, T3 and T4 can be written as:

Tl = -0.3eBy(zi)y(zex)sinocx(zex)

T2 - +0.3eF(zi)tgay(zex)sinox(zex)

vy(zex)

"Pxz

tgay(zex)

T3 = 0.09G(zi]

T4 - 0.09H(zi)_

where
Pxz

J iF(zi) = J _i_(z - zex)dz
Z oz

GUI)- f
zex

P(z)dz

zi 5Bv(z)
H(zi) - ƒ yv 7 (z - zex)P(z)dz

zex dz

which are also calculated from By(z). The y-coordinate in zi is obtained

similarly as the x-coordinate via eq.(A.5) to eq.(A.6):
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y(zi) = y(zex) + (zi - zex)tgay(zex) +
zex

y(zex) + U i -

•Jl dz' ^QFy(z)J -—- J —;
x Pyz zex

(A.13)

-.3esin«x(zex)tgayA(zi) +0.09

with

* [ "Q.3esinax(zex)y(zex)p(zi) +

C (zp ] (A.H)
Pxz

zl «
A(zi) - J d2!' J

zex zex

B(zi) -
zex

C(zi) - f H(z')dz'
zex

which are again continuous functions of zi<

Using the position and angle equations, (A.6) and (A.A) in the xz-plane

and (A.13) and (A.14) in the yz-plane, to describe the particle trajec-

tories inside the magnet, four constraint equations can be formulated* The

firBt two impose the condition that the two tracks (numbered 1 and 2)

cross at the decay position zi in both the xz- and the yz-projections. In

the yz-plane a simple straight line is taken, thus neglecting the

focussing terms in (A, 13). These terms are taken into account after the

fit procedure. The second two equations impose the constraint of momentum

conservation in the two projections (fig IV.10), assuming the position

(xt>yt>zt) °f the primary vertex to be known*

- y(zi)2 - 0

~y(*ex)i> " <zi - zex)(tgay(zex)2 -

T
- Pxz(zi)2 » 0

+ (zi - zex)tgax + d(zi)/PXzi - x
_ _ _
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X T
Pyz(zi)l - Pyz(zi)2

with

i

C(zi) «

d(zi) -

and TC 5 vector of unknown varibles:

and Tf = vector of measured quantities:

x(zm2)l, tgax(zm2)l, y(zm2)l, tgay(zm2)l,

x(zm2)2, tgax(zm2)2, y(zm2)2, tgay(zo2)2«

whece the vector of unknown variables, TC, is taken for the case that both

momenta are unknown. If a momentum is known from an arm2-arm3 fit

CH IV.2b) the quantity Pxz goes into the vector of measured quantities T\ .

The first estimates of zi and Pxz are obtained by solving the constraint

equations flCxyrft and f4(XtTf). With these estimators an iterative

procedure is started which, if converging, results In a solution for zi

and Pxz and a set of corrections to the measured quantities T[ . For this

a least square fit procedure is used where the deritive matrices A and B

are defined as:

fll a12 a13
a21 f22 f23
a31 f32 f33
" • - * • - a ^ j

Pll D12
b 2 1 ••••
b 3 l ....
b 4 l ....

•hlii
•b4|ll

with a k l -

with b k l

öfk

oxl

öfk

ÖT11
Xo,T|o

and fk(xo,Tio)

The correction vectors :

x - xo and



T
GCare obtained from; If = - ( A . G . A ) ~ 1 . A . G B « C

where GB

and Che variance matrix G

-1

(B.GyWl

!,ll

•a2,U

•°3,U

The Iteration Is continued up to the maximum number of Iterative steps or

until x

where:
n+1

after Iteration step n+1 differs less than 0.0001 from

(Bo").GB.(B5)

During the analysis of the data with this V° reconstruction procedure

another version has been developed at CERN [A.I] UBing improved formulae

(less approximations) and an additional constraint equation which accounts

for the conservation of energy. The analysis of data using the new version

is still in progress.
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"Sa this thesis an experiment is described, studying the. hadronic associated production

of charmed particles in pBe-Interactions at 150 Gev incident momentum» The j

experiment exploits the fact that charmed particles are produced in pairs and that one ,j

of the pair can decay with a single electron in the final state. This electron is used :

as a tag on charmed particle production. An elaborate system has been developed to

suppress the background due to electrons Trom photon conversion or from the Dalits

decay of mesons.

In chapter U a description is given of the spectrometer and of the beam used for

performing the experiment. The emphasis is put on those spectrometer elements which

play an Important role in the detection and identification of the electron and charged

hadrons.

Chapter III deals with the trigger and data taking. In the first two parts the fast

trigger is explained. It selects single electron events in two stages; in the first one

by using directly the information from the electron detecting spectrometer elements .

and in the second stage by using in addition a dedicated microprocessor system for a

more sophisticated event selection. '

In the last two parts of this chapter we describe the data acquisition system and the

data sample obtained after both trigger stages.

In chapter IV we deal with the offline analysis of the data. In the first part we

discuss the calibration of the apparatus. In the following three parts we describe the

three stages of the offline event selection. In the first stage a raw event selection is

performed on the presence of a single electron. For the accepted events the '••

trajectories of the charged particles are reconstructed. In the second stage the

identification of charged and neutral hadrons is performed. The events are selected on .

the presence of at least two particles assigned as a kaon or proton or on the

presence of at least one Vs particle, which possibly originate from the decay of a

charmed baryon. The last stage of the offline event selection' imposes the most

stringent criteria on the data in order to acquire the cleanest possible single electron

data sample for the charm search*

In chapter V we review the history of the charmed quark and the experimental status

of charm observation. The emphasis is put on the observation and production
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, mechanisms of charmed baryons. *'<

t: In chapter VI we present the results from our study of charmed barycn production.

1-: First we discuss the measurement of known resonances and the capability of the I

{'. experimental set-up to measure the Ag"*", From the absence of a signal in the mass

' spectra of three different decay channels of the \,+ we derive a 90% C.L. upper

; ttmit of (57 ± 5) ^ for A^ production. For the pK"w
+ decay channel we applied

several kinemat!<v\l (^J> production models. The results arc compared with the results

from other experiments studying the hadronic production of charmed baryons at

approximately the same energy of /sa>16.8 GeV.
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In dit proefschrift wordt een experiment beschreven waarin de geassocieerde productie

van tovetdeeltjes in sterke wisselwerkingen tussen protonen met een impuls van 150

GeV en Be-doelwitkernen bestudeerd wordt» tiet experiment buit het feit uit dat

toverdeeltjes in paren worden geproduceerd waarvan er é€n kan vervallen met een

enkel electron in de eindtoestand. Dit electron wordt gebruikt om de productie van

taverdeeltjes te selecteren. Een uitgebreid systeem is ontwikkeld om de achtergrond

van electronen, geproduceerd door photo'i materlaUsatie of door Dalitz vervalswijzen

van mesonen, te onderdrukken.

In hoofdstuk H wordt een beschrijving gegeven van de spectrometer en de bundel zoals

die gebruikt zijn voor de uitvoering van bet experiment. Hierbij ligt de nadruk op de

spectrometer elementen welke een belangrijke rol spelen in de waarneming en

identificatie van het electron -> de geladen hadronen.

Hoofdstuk UI gaat over de trigger en het vergaren van de gegevens. In de eerste

twee gedeelten wordt de snelle trigger uitgelegd. Deze selecteert in twee stappen de

gebeurtenissen met een enkel electron; in de eerste stap door direct van de

spectrometer elementen gebruik te maken die het electron waarnemen en in de tweede

stap door eveneens gebruik te maken van een toegewijd microprocessor systeem

teneinde een beter selectie op de gebeurtenissen te verkrijgen.

In de laatste twee gedeelten van dit hoofdstuk beschrijven we het systeem welk de

gegevens vergaart en het gegevensbestand welk verkregen wordt na de twee trigger

stadia.

Hoofdstuk IV gaat over de offline analyse van de gegevens. In het eerste gedeelte

beschrijven we de ijking van de apparatuur. In de daaropvolgende drie gedeelten

beschrijven we de drie stadia van de offline selectie op de gebeurtenissen. In het

eerste stadium wordt een ruwe selectie verricht op de aanwezigheid van een enkel

electron. Voor de geaccepteerde gebeurtenissen worden de sporen gereconstrueerd. In

het tweede stadium wordt de identificatie van geladen hadronen en Vs-deeltjes

verricht • De gebeurtenissen worden geselecteerd op de aanwezigheid van tenminste

twee deeltjes welke als kaon of proton geïdentificeerd zijn of op de aanwezigheid van

tenminste een V°-deeltje, welke mogelijkerwijs afkomsÜg""zijn van het verval van een

toverbaryon. In het laatste stadium van de offline analyse worden de meest strenge

eisen aan de gebeurtenissen opgelegd teneinde voor het zoeken naar tover een zo
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zuiver mogelijke verzameling gebeurtenissen te verkrijgen welke een enkel electron

bezitten.

In hoofdstuk, V geven we een overzicht van de geschiedenis van het toverquark en de

experimentele atand van zaken wat betreft de waarneming van tover. De nadruk wordt

gelegd op de waarneming en productiewijzen van toverbaryonen.

In hoofdstuk VI presenteren we de resultaten van onze studie van de productie van

toverbaryonen. Allereerst bespreken we de meting van bekende resonanties en de

geschiktheid van de experimentele opstelling om de h^" te meten* Uit de afwezigheid

van een signaal in de massa spectra van drie verschillende vervalskanalen van de

Ac+ leiden we een 90% CL, bovengrens van (57±5)ub voor Ĵ D productie af. Op het

pK"*n+ kanaal passen we verschillende klneiaaüsche J^ productie modellen toe. De

resultaten worden vergeleken met de resultaten van andere experimenten welke de

productie van toverbaryonen in sterke wisselwerkingen bij ongeveer dezelfde energie

van \/sa16.8 GeV bestuderen*
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